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NOTICE TO INVESTORS

Because of the following restrictions, purchasers in the United 

States are advised to consult legal counsel prior to making any 

offer, resale, pledge or transfer of the Company’s shares.

The Company has not been registered under the Investment Com-

pany Act. The Offered Shares have not been and will not be regis-

tered under the Securities Act or with any securities regulatory 

authority of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States 

and (i) may not be offered or sold in the United States or to, or for 

the account or benefit of, U.S. persons, except to institutions that 

are both qualified institutional buyers, as defined in Rule 144A, 

and qualified purchasers, as defined in the Investment Company 

Act and related rules, and (ii) may be offered and sold outside the 

United States to persons who are not U.S. persons or acting for the 

account or benefit of U.S. persons in offshore transactions in reli-

ance on Regulation S. In addition, the Offered Shares may not be 

acquired directly or beneficially by any person that is an “employ-

ee benefit plan” subject to the U.S. Employee Retirement Income 

Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”), a plan subject to Sec-

tion 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the 

“Code”), or a person or entity whose assets include the assets of 

any such “employee benefit plan” or “plan” by reason of 29 C.F.R. 

2510.3-101 or otherwise. Each subsequent purchaser of the Com-

pany’s shares will make or be deemed to make certain representa-

tions, agreements and acknowledgements with respect to ERISA 

matters. See “Certain ERISA Considerations”.

Each purchaser of the Offered Shares who is located in the 

United States or a U.S. person will be required to sign a U.S. pur-

chaser’s letter, pursuant to which, among other things, such pur-

chaser will agree to resell its shares only (i) in a sale in an offshore 

transaction pursuant to Rule 904 of Regulation S, to or for the 

account or benefit of a person not reasonably believed by such 

investor to be a U.S. person or (ii) to E. Öhman J:or Fondkommis-

sion AB (“Öhman”) (or any of its successors) or its affiliates. Pro-

spective investors are hereby notified that sellers of the Offered 

Shares may be relying on certain exemptions from the registra-

tion requirements of the Securities Act and the Company is rely-

ing on an exemption from the registration requirements of the 

Investment Company Act.

The Company expects that it, and possibly certain non-U.S. 

companies in which it may directly or indirectly invest, will be 

treated as passive foreign investment companies (“PFICs”) for 

U.S. federal income tax purposes. Accordingly, U.S. taxpayers 

may be subject to adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences in 

respect of their disposition of the Company’s shares and their 

deemed disposition of equity interests in lower-tier PFICs. Simi-

lar adverse tax consequences may apply to their receipt of certain 

distributions on the shares, as well as their deemed receipt of cer-

tain distributions by lower-tier PFICs. The Company does not 

expect to provide U.S. taxpayers with the information that is nec-

essary for them to make “qualified electing fund” elections that 

could mitigate these adverse U.S. tax consequences. U.S. taxpay-

ers should consult their own tax advisers regarding the 

adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences that could 

apply to them as actual and deemed owners of PFICs as a 

result of their investment in the Offered Shares, includ-

ing any U.S. federal income tax elections that may be 

available to help mitigate such consequences.

Until 40 days after the commencement of the Offering, the 

offer, sale or transfer of Offered Shares within the United States 

by any dealer (including dealers who are not participating in this 

Offering) may violate the registration requirements of the Securi-

ties Act if such offer, sale or transfer is made otherwise than in 

accordance with Rule 144A.  

The shares offered hereby have not been recommended by any 

United States federal or state securities commission or regulatory 

authority. Furthermore, the foregoing authorities have not passed 

upon the merits of the Offering or confirmed the accuracy or 

determined the adequacy of this prospectus. Any representation 

to the contrary is a criminal offense under the laws of the United 

States.

As used in this section, “United States” and “U.S. person” have 

the meanings given to them by Regulation S.  

NOTICE TO NEW HAMPSHIRE RESIDENTS 
ONLY
NEITHER THE FACT THAT A REGISTRATION STATEMENT 

OR AN APPLICATION FOR A LICENSE HAS BEEN FILED 

UNDER CHAPTER 421-B OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE REVISED 

STATUTES WITH THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE NOR THE 

FACT THAT A SECURITY IS EFFECTIVELY REGISTERED OR A 

PERSON IS LICENSED IN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

CONSTITUTES A FINDING BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE OF 

NEW HAMPSHIRE THAT ANY DOCUMENT FILED UNDER 

RSA 421-B IS TRUE, COMPLETE AND NOT MISLEADING.  

NEITHER ANY SUCH FACT NOR THE FACT THAT AN EXEMP-

TION OR EXCEPTION IS AVAILABLE FOR A SECURITY OR A 

TRANSACTION MEANS THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

HAS PASSED IN ANY WAY UPON THE MERITS OR QUALIFI-

CATIONS OF, OR RECOMMENDED OR GIVEN APPROVAL TO, 

ANY PERSON, SECURITY OR TRANSACTION.  IT IS UNLAW-

FUL TO MAKE OR CAUSE TO BE MADE TO ANY PROSPEC-

TIVE PURCHASER, CUSTOMER OR CLIENT, ANY REPRESEN-

TATION INCONSISTENT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 

PARAGRAPH.  

In any Member State of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”) 

that has implemented Directive 2003/71/EC (together with any 

applicable implementing measures in any Member State, the 

“Prospectus Directive”), this communication is only addressed to 

and is only directed at qualified investors in that Member State 

within the meaning of the Prospectus Directive.
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This prospectus has been prepared on the basis that all offers 

of Offered Shares other than the offers contemplated in the Swed-

ish language prospectus in Sweden and Norway, once such pro-

spectus has been approved by the competent authority in Sweden 

and published and passported in accordance with the Prospectus 

Directive as implemented in Sweden and Norway, will be made 

pursuant to an exemption under the Prospectus Directive, as 

implemented in Member States of the EEA, from the requirement 

to produce a prospectus for offers of Offered Shares. Accordingly, 

any person making or intending to make any offer within the EEA 

of Offered Shares which are the subject of the placement contem-

plated in this prospectus should only do so in circumstances in 

which no obligation arises for the Company or Öhman to produce 

a prospectus for such offer. Neither the Company nor Öhman has 

authorized, nor do they authorize, the making of any offer of 

Offered Shares through any financial intermediary, other than 

offers made by Öhman which constitute the final placement of 

Offered Shares contemplated in this prospectus.

Each person in a Member State of the EEA which has imple-

mented the Prospectus Directive (each, a “Relevant Member 

State”) other than, in the case of paragraph (a), persons receiving 

offers contemplated in the Swedish language prospectus in Swe-

den and Norway, who receives any communication in respect of, 

or who acquires any Offered Shares under, the offers contemplat-

ed in this prospectus will be deemed to have represented, 

warranted and agreed to and with the Company and Öhman that:

(a)   it is a qualified investor within the meaning of the law in that 

Relevant Member State implementing Article 2(1)(e) of the 

Prospectus Directive; and

(b)   in the case of any Offered Shares acquired by it as a financial 

intermediary, as that term is used in Article 3(2) of the Pro-

spectus Directive, (i) the Offered Shares acquired by it in the 

Offering have not been acquired on behalf of, nor have they 

been acquired with a view to their offer or resale to, persons in 

any Relevant Member State other than qualified investors, as 

that term is defined in the Prospectus Directive, or in circum-

stances in which the prior consent of Öhman has been given to 

the offer or resale; or (ii) where the Offered Shares have been 

acquired by it on behalf of persons in any Relevant Member 

State other than qualified investors, the offer of those Offered 

Shares to it is not treated under the Prospectus Directive as 

having been made to such persons.

For the purposes of this representation, the expression an “offer” 

in relation to any Offered Shares in any Relevant Member State 

means the communication in any form and by any means of suffi-

cient information on the terms of the offer and any Offered Shares 

to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or 

subscribe for the Offered Shares, as the same may be varied in that 

Relevant Member State by any measure implementing the Pro-

spectus Directive in that Relevant Member State.

This communication is only being distributed to and is only 

directed at (i) persons who are outside the United Kingdom or (ii) 

to investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) of the 

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) 

Order 2005 (the “Order”) or (iii) high net worth companies, and 

other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated, falling 

within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons togeth-

er being referred to as “relevant persons”). The Offered Shares are 

only available to, and any invitation, offer or agreement to sub-

scribe, purchase or otherwise acquire such Offered Shares will be 

engaged in only with, relevant persons. Any person who is not a 

relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of 

its contents.
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Important information
The term “Offering” refers to the invitation to subscribe for shares in NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ). References to 
“NAXS” or the ”Company” refer in this prospectus to NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) (Swedish corporate registra-
tion number 556712-2972) including its subsidiaries, unless otherwise apparent from the context (for example, the terms board 
of directors, shares and shareholders in the Company refer to the board of directors, shares and shareholders of the parent com-
pany NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ)). References to ”Öhman” pertain in this prospectus to E. Öhman J:or Fond-
kommission AB, who in conjunction with this Offering is financial advisor to the Company as well as issuing institution.

This document is an English translation of the Swedish original prospectus that has been established pursuant to the stipula-
tions of the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act (1991:980) (Sw: Lag om handel med finansiella instrument) and the 
Commission Regulation (EC) no 809/2004 dated 29 April 2004 as regards the implementation of the European Parliament’s 
and the Council’s directive 2003/71/EC. The prospectus has been approved by and registered with the Swedish Financial Super-
visory Authority (Sw: Finansinspektionen) pursuant to the stipulations of Chapter 2 Section 25 of the Swedish Financial Instru-
ments Trading Act (1991:980) (Sw: Lag om handel med finansiella instrument). This approval and registration do not imply 
any guarantee from the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority that the information contained in this prospectus is accurate or 
complete. 

The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority has issued a European passport certificate for Norway based on the Swedish 
prospectus and a translation of the Summary section in the prospectus into Norwegian. In the event of any difference between 
this translation and the Swedish prospectus, the Swedish prospectus shall prevail. Oslo Børs has as the competent authority in 
Norway not undertaken any approval procedure in relation to the prospectus.

The Offering is not directed towards persons whose participation would presuppose further prospectus, registrations or other 
measures than those that follow Swedish law. Applications to subscribe for shares in breach of the aforementioned may be con-
sidered to be invalid. 

The Offered Shares have not been registered and they will not be registered pursuant to the United States Securities Act of 
1933 (“Securities Act”), as amended, nor in pursuant to any equivalent law or act of any individual state in the United States of 
America (“USA”), Canada, Japan and Australia. 

The Company is not an investment fund pursuant to the Swedish Investments Funds Act (2004:46) and the Company is not 
subject to supervision by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority.

Swedish law shall apply to this prospectus. Disputes concerning the Offering as per this prospectus shall be settled exclusively 

by a Swedish court of law.

Future-oriented statements
This prospectus contains statements of a future-oriented character that reflect the board of directors’ current opinion regarding 
future events, as well as operating and financial trends. Even if the board of directors considers that the expectations reflected in 
future-oriented statements are reasonable, no guarantees are provided that such expectations will be realised. Future-oriented 
statements express only the board of directors’ assessments and assumptions at the point in time of the prospectus, and the 
board of directors does not provide any undertaking to announce updates or modifications of future-oriented statements subse-
quent to any new information, future events or similar. Presumptive investors are encouraged to read and understand the infor-
mation assembled in this prospectus and to simultaneously bear in mind that future results, trends or successes may signifi-
cantly differ to the expectations of the board of directors. The “Risk Factors” section contains a description, albeit not exhaustive, 
of factors that could lead to actual results or presentations varying significantly from future-oriented statements.

Data concerning the sector and information from third parties
This prospectus contains historical market data and sector forecasts concerning the market where NAXS is active. The Company 
has obtained this information from several sources, including industry publications and market research surveys from third par-
ties, as well as information that is available to the general public. Despite the industry publications stating that they are based on 
information obtained through several different sources and via various methods that are considered to be reliable, no guarantees 
can be provided that such information is accurate and complete. Industry forecasts are by nature associated with considerable 
uncertainty and no guarantee can be provided that such forecasts will be realised.

Information from third parties has been reproduced correctly, and as far as the board of directors is aware and able to ensure 
through comparison with other information published by the third parties involved, no information has been omitted in such a 
way that could render the reproduced information incorrect or misleading.

In addition to information from external parties, NAXS also compiles certain market information on the basis of information 
from industry players locally. NAXS’ internal market research surveys have not been verified by independent experts, and the 
Company cannot guarantee that a third party or one of NAXS’ competitors that uses other methods for data collection, analyses 
or calculations of market data, will obtain or generate the same results.
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 Advisory Agreement A-1

Summary of the Offering

Subscription period 19 March – 5 April 2007

Subscription price SEK  40,00 per share

Settlement date As per contract note. Estimated

 settlement date is 17 April 2007

First trading day 

  on First North On or about 14 May 2007

Ticker NAXS

Trading lot 100 shares

ISIN code SE0001965369

Reference to: Pertains to:

“Advisory Agreement”  An exclusive agreement between the Investment Advisor and the Holding Company regard-

ing advisory services 

“Company” or “NAXS”  NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) (corporate registration number 556712-2972) 

and its subsidiaries unless otherwise apparent from the context. For example, the shares 

and the owner of the Company refer to the shares and the owner of the Parent Company.

“Holding Company” NAXS Nordic Access Buyout AS (corporate registration number 990 796 114)

 “Investment Advisor” NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB (corporate registration number 556720-3921)

“Offering” Invitation to subscribe for shares in NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ)

“Parent Company”  NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) (corporate registration number 556712-

2972)
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Summary

The Offering
An extraordinary general meeting of shareholders of NAXS 

Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) held on 12 March 

2007 resolved to apply for admission to trading in the 

Company’s shares on First North at the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange, and to endeavour to obtain a broader distribu-

tion of the ownership through an offering (“Offering”) 

comprising a minimum of 10,000,000 shares and a maxi-

mum of 25,000,000 shares to be issued in (i) a public 

offering in Sweden and Norway, (ii) a private placement in 

the United States to persons reasonably believed to be both 

“qualified institutional buyers” as defined in Rule 144A 

and “qualified purchasers” as defined under the Invest-

ment Company Act and related rules, in reliance on certain 

exemptions from the registration requirements of the 

Securities Act, and (iii) a private placement outside of Swe-

den, Norway and the United States to selected institutional 

investors. All offers and sales outside of the United States 

will be made in reliance on Regulation S under the 

Securities  Act only to persons who are not U.S. persons or 

acting for or the account or benefit of U.S. persons (as 

defined under Regulation S).

In conjunction with the Offering, the shares held by the 

Investment Advisor shall be redeemed and the share capi-

tal of the Company be reduced through the repayment of 

the nominal amount to the Investment Advisor. Thus, 100 

percent of the capital and voting rights in the Company will 

be offered to the participants in conjunction with the Offer-

ing. 

Summary of the conditions
Application period 19 March – 5 April 2007

Subscription price SEK 40.00 per share

Settlement date As per contract note. Estimated 

  settlement date is 17 April 2007

First trading day on 

  First North On or about 14 May 2007

Ticker NAXS

Trading lot 100 shares

ISIN code SE0001965369

The Offered Shares are subject to certain ownership limi-

tations and transfer restrictions. For a description of these 

limitations and restrictions and the consequences of 

acquiring or holding shares in violation thereof, see “Notice 

to Investors”. Investors purchasing Offered Shares pursu-

ant to Rule 144A will be required to sign a U.S. purchaser’s 

letter, which includes an undertaking that such investors 

will only resell such Offered Shares (i) in a sale in an off-

shore transaction pursuant to Rule 904 of Regulation S, to 

or for the account or benefit of a person not reasonably 

believed by such investor to be a U.S. person or (ii) to 

Öhman (or any of its successors) or its affiliates. The 

Offered Shares may not be acquired by investors using 

assets of any retirement plan or other plan that is subject 

to part 4 of subtitle B of Title I of ERISA or Section 4975 of 

the Internal Revenue Code.

The Company in brief
NAXS will operate as a fund-of-funds with investments in 

Nordic buyout funds. The objective is to make the Nordic 

private equity market accessible for a broader public while 

offering liquidity through the Company’s market-intro-

duced shares. The balanced investment strategy is oriented 

towards a selective but diversified fund portfolio in order 

to obtain a high return and low risk in relation to the asset 

The following summary shall be perceived as an introduction to the prospectus and does not necessarily con-
tain all information for an investment decision, implying that each decision to acquire shares in NAXS should 
be based on the prospectus in its entirety.

Where a claim relating to the information contained in the prospectus is brought before a court, the plain-
tiff investor might have to bear the costs of translating the prospectus. Civil liability attaches to those persons 
responsible for the preparation of the summary, but only if the summary is misleading, inaccurate or incon-
sistent when read together with the other parts of the prospectus.
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class. The Company has a wholly owned subsidiary, NAXS 

Nordic Access Buyout AS, which functions as a holding 

company for the fund investments. NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB has been contracted as advisor in investment 

and fund management activities.

Background and rationale
Interest for investment in private equity has grown signifi-

cantly in recent years. Private equity is often perceived as 

an alternative asset class with a relatively high anticipated 

return. Historically, investments in private equity have 

only been available to investors with considerable capital, 

sector-specific knowledge and an adequate network. The 

investor should furthermore be able to manage without the 

respective capital during a relatively long period of time. 

Investments in private equity have therefore usually been 

made by institutional investors such as banks, pension 

funds, insurance companies, major asset managers and 

wealthy private individuals.

NAXS has been established in order to render the Nor-

dic private equity market accessible to a broader public. 

The concept – a consortium similar to a fund-of-funds but 

with a listed company’s liquidity – offers an effective way 

for investors to access private equity funds with a high min-

imum level of investment, or to fund managers whose funds 

are often oversubscribed. The aggregation of capital from 

several investors via a listed company enables the establish-

ment of both a capital-strong investor and a more reliable 

player from a private equity manager’s perspective.

The Company’s capital strategy is oriented towards 

adapting the equity capital to investment operations over a 

certain period of time. Only capital that can be placed in 

investment activities within the relatively near future shall 

be held. 

Risk factors
All business activities and the holding of shares are associ-

ated with a certain degree of risk, and an investment in the 

Company’s shares may be considered to be associated with 

high risk. A number of risk factors may come to influence 

the Company’s investment operations, (as well as those 

beyond NAXS’ control), including the following:

❖  Difficulties in carrying out the investment plan as per 

the Company’s investment strategy and investment 

criteria. NAXS’ investment operations are dependent 

on acquiring a sufficient number of attractive funds in 

order to fulfil the Company’s investment goal of a 

focused and simultaneously diversified fund portfolio.

❖  Prevailing competition. In tandem with the growth in 

interest and subsequent competition regarding invest-

ments in private equity as an asset class, the number of 

investment opportunities with a reasonable risk and 

return profile could decline.

❖  No guarantee of return on the fund investments. A 

large part of the Company’s return on invested capital 

will depend on each respective underlying private 

equity fund’s success and yield.

❖  Borrowing and interest rates. Private equity funds ori-

ented towards buyouts normally use a high level of bor-

rowing to finance the investments in its target compa-

nies. In a situation where the target company’s profits 

do not develop well and where market interest rates 

rise, such could lead to a significant deterioration in or 

even negative return for the private equity funds con-

cerned.

❖  Dependence on principals. The Investment Advisor 

gives advice with regard to NAXS’ investment opera-

tions through the Advisory Agreement. Should the 

principals or other persons employed by the Invest-

ment Advisor leave the Investment Advisor, such could 

have negative consequences on the further-develop-

ment of NAXS and its profits and financial position.

Potential investors should also read and consider the more 

detailed description of the various risk factors set out 

under the ”Risk factors” section, together with other infor-

mation in this prospectus, before taking a final decision 

regarding the subscription for shares.

Market
Introduction to private equity

Private equity consists of investments in unlisted compa-

nies or the buyout of listed companies where the owner-

ship commitment is active but limited in time. Private 

equity, in a nutshell, can be divided between buyout and 

venture capital related investments as well as investments 

made by business angels.

Summary
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Buyout players often act as catalysts for companies that 

need to enter a new development phase. For example, divi-

sions that no longer belong to the core activity of a group, a 

family company on the threshold of a change of genera-

tion, or public companies where the continued develop-

ment requires significant reforms and capital resources. A 

common denominator for typical target companies is that 

they are often well-positioned within their respective sec-

tors, have strong cash flows and distinct development 

potential.1)

Private equity as asset class

Private equity is often perceived as an alternative asset 

class with relatively high anticipated return simultaneous-

ly as the correlation with the stock market is relatively low. 

The anticipated high return and the low correlation are 

partly explained by managers of private equity funds 

endeavouring to obtain absolute return, and not relative 

return linked to an index. Furthermore, private equity 

managers as owners are very committed to the companies’ 

developments like the portfolio companies’ senior man-

agement are in view of that they are often covered by incen-

tive structures. In listed companies, it can be more difficult 

to achieve such monitoring. The relatively low risk can 

partly be explained by the private equity manager often 

being able to obtain, upon an acquisition, almost full 

insight into unlisted companies while investors in listed 

companies are subjected to various information and insid-

er regulations that render an investment decision more 

difficult.

The Nordic private equity market

The Nordic private equity sector is currently in an expan-

sive phase where the total volume of available capital is 

increasing. The Swedish market is the largest in the Nordic 

region regarding size and growth. In 2005, Sweden was 

the country, after the United Kingdom, with the highest 

proportion in Europe of invested private equity capital in 

relation to GDP. Swedish private equity investments rep-

resented 1.06 percent of GDP compared with an average of 

0.45 percent in the Nordic region.2)

It is estimated that 90 percent of Swedish buyout invest-

ments are managed by the ten largest Swedish private 

equity managers. About half of the capital that investors 

have undertaken to invest in Swedish private equity funds 

is managed by three players – EQT, Industri Kapital and 

Nordic Capital3). The largest buyout players invest in the 

whole of the Nordic region, and in certain cases outside the 

region. Players who have an investment volume of less 

than EUR 50 million per portfolio company most often act 

on a national basis.

Divestment activities

In 2005, the portion of exits to industrial players repre-

sented 67 percent of the Nordic private equity managers’ 

divestments. In the same year, 7 percent of the divestments 

were sales to financial purchasers. There were 257 divest-

ments in 2005 with a total value of EUR 2.0 billion. From 

2004 to 2005 the number of divestments rose by approxi-

mately 75 percent. 

Return on investment

A comparison of trends of private equity funds shows that 

funds oriented towards buyouts have given a significantly 

higher return than venture capital funds, and that Nordic 

(particularly Swedish) buyout funds have by far provided 

the highest return. Investments made in Nordic buyout 

funds during the period 1 July 1996 to 30 June 2006 had 

an annual average return4) of 21.2 percent for the same 

period. At the same time, Swedish buyout funds achieved 
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1) Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association
2) Ibid.
3) The Riksbank, “Venture Capital Companies in Sweden”, 2005
4) Measured as Net Internal Rate of Return
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an annual average return of 25.2 percent.1) Although this is 

not fully comparable, it should be mentioned that an 

investment in the companies included in the SIXRX index 

(the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s companies including 

dividends) produced a return of 12.8 percent during the 

same period.2)

Historic data shows that listed private equity managers 

oriented towards buyouts have developed well. During the 

ten-year period from 23 November 1996 to 24 November 

2006, the annual average growth of LPX Buyout (index 

that represents the globally most traded listed private 

equity managers with buyout-orientation) amounted to 12 

percent, which is twice the MSCI World Index with annual 

growth of 6 percent. The index only measures price trends 

of those companies included and does not take dividends 

into consideration.

Investment operations
NAXS’ overall objective is to provide its shareholders with 

a good return on investment and long-term capital growth 

by investing in first-class Nordic private equity funds 

oriented towards buyout activities.

NAXS’ strategy to realise the potential in private equity 

as an asset class is to create a fund portfolio that is (i) con-

centrated with regard to geographical area, fund orienta-

tion and fund manager, and (ii) diversified with regard to 

the underlying funds’ size and vintage. This balance is nor-

mally deemed to be created with a portfolio composed of 

investments in or commitments to about 7–10 different 

fund managers’ underlying funds of varying vintages.

The investment strategy for NAXS embraces both 

investment commitments to private equity funds through 

their primary fund raisings and investments in existing 

funds through opportunistically acquiring fund interests 

on a secondary market. 

The Company’s activities thereby embrace (i) the man-

agement of fund investments in accordance with the 

investment criteria (see ”Investment process” on page 34), 

and (ii) liquidity management. NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB (the Investment Advisor) has been contracted 

for the former while the latter is handled by the Company 

internally.

Investment operations are normally divided into five 

different phases as follows:

❖  Sourcing and access: NAXS’ concept is based on pro-

viding access to private equity funds as an alternative 

and otherwise relatively inaccessible asset class. 

❖  Investment assessment: Each investment is preceded 

by the Investment Advisor carrying out a thorough 

assessment of the private equity fund and its manager 

based on an extensive due diligence process and per-

sonal meetings.

❖  Approval: Further to the proposal prepared by the 

Investment Advisor, the board of directors of the Hold-

ing Company shall resolve whether to invest or divest 

in accordance with NAXS’ strategy and investment cri-

teria, which have been established by the board of 

directors of the Parent Company. The board of direc-

tors of the Parent Company shall also adopt the financ-

ing and capital contributions, and each investment 

decision in the Holding Company, where the investable 

funds available in the Holding Company are not 

enough, shall be conditioned by the Parent Company’s 

capital contribution.
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❖  Monitoring and follow-up: Further to an investment 

being made in a fund, the Investment Advisor shall mon-

itor such investment during the entire holding period.

❖  Winding up or divestment: NAXS’ fund holdings shall 

be realised either through an underlying private equity 

fund being wound up by the fund’s manager or through 

the Holding Company, on the advice of the Investment 

Advisor, succeeding in selling a fund interest (including 

remaining commitments) on a secondary market. In 

view of that the secondary market for holdings of inter-

ests and commitments in private equity funds is cur-

rently relatively undeveloped, NAXS believes that most 

of the fund investments will be held during each respec-

tive private equity fund’s entire lifetime, i.e. until they 

are wound up by the fund manager.

Financing policy
NAXS’ policy is that only capital that can be used within 

the immediate future in its investment activities shall be 

held by the Company in order to optimise the return for 

shareholders. The Company’s capital strategy is therefore 

oriented towards adapting the equity capital over time to 

the investment activities through new issues and value 

transfers (see also under ”Dividend policy” on page 46).

NAXS’ fund investments shall furthermore be princi-

pally financed through equity. Loan financing may only 

arise to bridge a temporary liquidity requirement due to (i) 

an impending capital contribution to an underlying private 

equity fund or (ii) an impending possibility to acquire fund 

interests on a secondary market, either until capital has 

been set free from existing fund investments or until fur-

ther equity capital has been raised through a new issue of 

shares in the Company.

The investment criteria of the Company allow for com-

mitments and/or investments up to 130 percent of the 

group’s net asset value based on the interest values as 

reported by the underlying funds. Such commitments may 

however, if they are not covered by a bank guarantee, at no 

point be made with an amount in excess of the investable 

funds of NAXS.

Operating and financial review and 
prospects 
Both the Company and its subsidiary are newly formed and 

do not have any operating history. The shareholders’ equi-

ty and liquid funds in the group amounted on 16 February 

2007 to SEK 464,402. The group does not have any liabi-

lities.

Provided the new issue in the Offering is fully sub-

scribed and after the redemption of the current shares with 

repayment of the nominal value (SEK 500,000) to the 

Investment Advisor, the Company will be provided with 

SEK 999.5 million before costs related to the Offering, 

which is deemed to be sufficient to cover the Company’s 

costs and investment activities for at least the forthcoming 

twelve-month period. Despite this situation, the Company 

may raise further capital through one or several new issues 

with preferential right for the shareholders (see also ”Deci-

sion regarding new share issue and authorisation” on page 

44) where the Company’s strategy is to maintain flexibility 

in order to benefit from investment opportunities when 

suitable occasions arise, and to raise capital that could be 

invested within the relatively near future to enable a better 

return to the shareholders.

The board of directors believes that there exists good 

future potential for further commitments and investments. 

In view of that such potential could arise already before 

NAXS can expect to realise a surplus from the first invest-

ments (regarding capital raised through the present Offer-

ing), further capital may be raised through a new share 

issue with preferential right in accordance with the Com-

pany’s financing policy (see also the ”Financing policy” 

section above).

The board of directors, senior executives, and auditors
The board of directors is composed of four members including the chairman:

    No. of shares
    intended to be
    subscribed for at 
    the share price
  Name Year of birth Nationality Position in the Offering

  Björn C Andersson 1946 Swedish Chairman 2,000

  Robin Ahlström 1946 Finnish Member 7,500

  Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg 1947 Swedish Member 25,000

  Clas Romander 1955 Swedish Member 6,000

Summary
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The board of directors establishes the Company’s invest-

ment and financing policies, and adopts the financing of 

and provision of capital for investments.

The management group for NAXS is composed of Jeff 

Bork (CEO) and Gösta Lundgren (CFO).

The board of directors of the Holding Company is com-

posed of Jeff Bork, Robin Ahlström and Grace Reksten 

Skaugen. It is the board of the Holding Company that 

adopts investments and divestments proposed by the 

Investment Advisor.

The Company has contracted NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB (the Investment Advisor) as advisor in invest-

ment and management matters, whose principals are Tho-

mas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret. The chairman of the 

Investment Advisor is Per Rinder.

The Company’s auditors are Ernst & Young AB with 

Björn Fernström (Authorised Public Accountant) as prin-

cipal auditor.

Ownership structure
Prior to the Offering, the Company is owned by 100 per-

cent by NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB (the Investment 

Advisor). The Investment Advisor’s shares in the Company 

will however be redeemed in conjunction with the Offer-

ing, upon which Thomas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret as 

principals of the Investment Advisor have together under-

taken to subscribe for at least 1.0 percent of the shares allo-

cated in the Offering.

Financial information
The Parent Company was acquired by the Investment 

Advisor on 29 January 2007 as a dormant shelf company, 

and has not carried out any business activity since being 

formed on 18 September 2006. No business activity has 

been carried out either by the Holding Company, which 

was formed on 23 November 2006 and acquired by the 

Parent Company on 16 February 2007 as a dormant shelf 

company.

The Company has a financial year of twelve months that 

closes on 31 December. NAXS’ first, i.e. current, financial 

year will however be extended and cover the period 18 Sep-

tember 2006 to 31 December 2007.

Other information
The Offering is conditioned on an extraordinary general 

meeting resolving to reduce the Company’s share capital 

by repayment of SEK 500,000 to the Company’s existing 

shareholder through a mandatory redemption of 

10,000,000 shares. On the assumption that the new share 

issue in the Offering is fully subscribed and following the 

redemption in connection with the Offering, the Compa-

ny’s share capital will amount to SEK 1,250,000 divided 

among 25,000,000 shares. 

According to the articles of association, the Company’s 

share capital shall amount to no less than SEK 500,000 

and no more than SEK 2,000,000 divided into no less than 

10,000,000 shares and no more than 40,000,000 shares. 

Summary
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Risk factors

All investing and holding of shares is associated with a certain degree of risk, and an investment in the 
Company’s shares may be considered to be related with high risk. A number of risk factors may come to influ-
ence operations in the Company, including those beyond NAXS’ control. The following overview of risks asso-
ciated with an investment in the Company’s shares does not purport to be complete or to handle every aspect 
of such risks. Further risks and uncertainty factors, including those that NAXS is not currently aware of or 
deems to be immaterial, could also negatively affect the Company’s investment activities, profits, and finan-
cial position as well as return to the shareholders. Consequently, there are no guarantees or certainty that an 
investment in the Company’s shares will generate a positive return. The investment should therefore be 
perceived as speculative and prospective investors should carefully examine and consider the following risk 
factors as well as other information set out in this prospectus prior to making a decision to subscribe for 
shares in the Company.

Investment risks
Absence of historical data

In view of that both NAXS and its subsidiaries are newly 

formed entities, no historical operating data is available 

upon which prospective investors may base an assessment 

of the Company’s future developments.

No guarantee that the investment strategy will 

succeed

NAXS’ success is dependent on the Investment Advisor’s 

ability to obtain access to and make investments in private 

equity funds in accordance with the Company’s investment 

strategy and investment criteria. There is no guarantee 

that the Company will achieve its established investment 

goal of a focused and simultaneously diversified fund port-

folio or even succeed in carrying out its investment pro-

gram successfully. As described below, the investment 

activities in the Company will entail a number of variable 

circumstances and prerequisites upon entering into, moni-

toring and divesting various fund objects.

No guarantee for return on the fund investments 

A large part of the Company’s return on invested capital 

will depend on each respective underlying private equity 

fund’s success and return, which in turn will depend on 

how skilled the fund managers and co-investors and 

respective portfolio company’s shareholders and manage-

ment groups are in implementing value-raising improve-

ments in the underlying portfolio companies. The identi-

fication and carrying out of such improvements are 

however associated with a considerable degree of uncer-

tainty, and unforeseen factors may therefore prevent nec-

essary improvements from being implemented.

Even if value-raising measures can be taken, the return 

is extremely dependent on the value prevailing on the 

respective investment or divestment dates, and thereby 

the fund manager’s ability to carry out investments and 

divestments at prices that are beneficial to the fund and its 

collective of investors.

There are consequently no guarantees for a positive 

return on invested capital. Should there nonetheless be a 

return on the capital, such shall arise in general when an 

investment (either one of the underlying private equity 

funds’ portfolio companies or one of the Company’s fund 

interests/commitments) is divested wholly or partially. 

Even if such may take place at any given point in time, such 

is not expected to arise before several years have passed 

after the first fund investment is made. Before then, no 

return or value distribution is expected from the Company.

Return on private equity investments

Even if private equity as an asset class has historically pro-

vided a very good return compared with other investment 

assets, there is no guarantee that such positive trends shall 

last. Should developments be less favourable than antici-

pated, such may negatively affect the Company’s profits 

and financial position, as well as the return to its share-

holders.

The cyclic course of the investment market

Private equity funds with a buyout focus normally invest in 

companies that generally are considered relatively mature 

and that are found in a late stage of evolvement. As the 

market after several years of cyclical boom and growing 

company profits generally is found at a high level, there is a 

risk that the premiums that the private equity funds have 

to pay upon the acquisition of underlying companies are 

not matched by the remaining development potential in 

those companies. In this connection, the return of the 

private equity funds may decrease, which could negatively 

affect the Company’s profits and financial position as well 

as the return to its shareholders.
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Leverage and the level of interest rates

Private equity funds with a buyout focus normally use a 

large amount of debt in order to finance investments made 

in their target companies. The purpose is that the large 

amount of debt shall increase the return to the fund’s 

investor collective through the so-called leverage effect. In 

a situation where the target company’s profits are not 

developing in a positive direction and where the market 

interest rates are increasing, this may lead to reduced or 

even negative returns to the private equity funds, which 

will have an adverse effect on the profits and financial posi-

tion of NAXS.

Investment market with free competition

In tandem with a greater number of investors becoming 

interested in private equity as an asset class, private equity 

funds could assume a more restrictive position for certain 

investors. Furthermore, the price of fund interests offered 

for sale on a secondary market could rise. Competition 

regarding potential funds for investment could increase, 

and subsequently the risk for a limited return on invested 

capital. On the other hand, those who have established a 

relationship with private equity funds through an early 

investment or repeated investments could expect to bene-

fit from such relationship, either through a prioritised 

position with the private equity funds upon oversubscrip-

tion or in the form of a premium upon a resale of the fund 

interests.

Undiversified portfolio

The Company’s fund portfolio will initially be characterised 

by limited diversification as a period of 18 months is deemed 

necessary to make fund commitments equal to the capital 

obtained through this Offering. The reason for this is partly 

that the fund interests offered for sale are rare, and partly 

that the private equity funds that match the Company’s 

investment criteria are expected to raise capital upon vari-

ous future points in time. In accordance with the Compa-

ny’s investment goals and the selective effort that follows 

the Company’s investment criteria for value optimisation, 

the diversification of the portfolio will be limited even after 

this period. Should the Company fail to raise the desired 

capital, the Company will invest in fewer private equity 

funds, and thereby be even less diversified.

Negative value development during the initial 

period of a private equity fund (J-curve effect)

During the initial two to three years, private equity funds 

usually generate low or negative returns, after which they 

generally improve and become positive (see also under 

“Private equity investments and the J-curve effect” on page 

29). Important increases in value of the private equity fund 

are generally realised during the fund’s later years of activ-

ity in tandem with the efforts of the fund manager having 

effect on the underlying portfolio companies. This time 

profile of the value development is partly due to the fact 

that it takes long time to invest the fund’s capital, partly 

due to the fact that the fund being burdened by start-up 

and other non-recurring costs while any potential value-

enhancing improvements either have not been carried out 

or have not come to affect the financial statements of the 

company. The consequences of this are normally that the 

reported value of the fund’s holdings be less than the initial 

capital contribution (acquisition value). Thus, investors 

should from a short-term perspective not expect positive 

developments in the value of the Company’s underlying 

fund assets. Neither can it be guaranteed that the value will 

recover in the long run.

Limited publication of information from private 

equity funds

There is no obligation for managers of private equity funds 

to publish information about their investment activities 

and transactions. When such information is published, it 

is normally limited. Furthermore, they are not obligated 

to, directly or indirectly, their collective of investors pro-

vide detailed information on specific transactions and 

investments made by a fund. Neither the Company nor the 

Investment Advisor can therefore guarantee that they will 

receive complete information of significant events regard-

ing the portfolio’s underlying funds or their respective 

underlying companies. The Investment Advisor’s potential 

to monitor and react to a change in prerequisites, where 

the related announcement could have a negative effect on 

the Company’s profits and financial position, will subse-

quently be limited.

Operating-related risks
Access to private equity funds

The Investment Advisor may have difficulty in finding a 

sufficient number of attractive fund objects to fulfil the 

Company’s investment goal of a focused and simultane-

ously diversified fund portfolio. Even if the Investment 

Advisor’s principals currently have access through a very 

broad network to many different Nordic private equity 

funds, both in the form of primary and secondary invest-

ments, there is no guarantee that such will be the case in 

the future or that such funds will be of any interest to the 

Company. In tandem with the rise in interest in and there-

Risk factors
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by competition for investments in private equity as an asset 

class, the number for investment opportunities with a rea-

sonable risk/return profile could also decline.

Investment assessment

The success of the Company is among other things depend-

ent on the ability of the Investment Advisor’s principals to 

examine, assess and, albeit to a lesser degree, negotiate 

different fund investments. Even if major investors as a 

rule receive a comprehensive information about private 

equity funds and fund managers, as well as the opportunity 

to meet with them to discuss any issues, it cannot be guar-

anteed or presupposed that NAXS will be sufficiently inter-

esting as an investor for the Investment Advisor to obtain 

full insight and access to the fund manager’s representa-

tives through NAXS. Consequently, it cannot either be 

guaranteed or presupposed that the Investment Advisor 

will be successful in its choice and examination of interest-

ing funds, which in turn could not only lead to a lower 

return on invested capital but also imply unwarranted 

risks for the Company.

Monitoring and follow-up

A significant portion of the Company’s return on invested 

capital will depend on each respective private equity fund’s 

success and generated return. Even if the Investment Advi-

sor’s role during the period of investment is mainly to 

ensure the best return possible by monitoring and reacting 

to each respective equity fund’s performance and return, 

its unique prerequisites for positive trends as well as sur-

rounding conditions in general, there are no guarantees 

that the Investment Advisor will be able to obtain sufficient 

and adequate information at the right time or that a cor-

rect analysis may thereby be made. The Investment Advi-

sor’s potential to act may also become very limited further 

to an undeveloped secondary market for fund interests and 

commitments.

Winding-up or divestment

The Company’s fund holding is realised either through an 

underlying fund being wound up or through the Holding 

Company, on advice of the Investment Advisor, succeed-

ing in divesting one of the Company’s fund interests. The 

Company’s success can thereby also depend on the profi-

ciency of the underlying private equity funds’ fund manag-

ers or the Investment Advisor’s advice concerning divest-

ments. As a consequence of market conditions and other 

factors that are beyond the control of NAXS, the Invest-

ment Advisor and the respective fund managers, it may not 

be possible to realise a potential surplus value from an 

underlying portfolio investment. To divest a fund interest 

(including possible remaining commitments) before a 

fund has been wound up can furthermore be expected to 

be difficult in view of that the secondary market for fund 

interests is very limited and undeveloped. Should such 

nonetheless take place, there are no guarantees that the 

full value of the fund interest may be realised.

Management risks
Reliance on the Investment Advisor

The Investment Advisor will have exclusive responsibility 

for identifying potential investments and for providing 

NAXS with investment advice. The Company’s success will 

therefore be a direct result of the ability of the Investment 

Advisor to fulfil its tasks.

Reliance on principals

The Investment Advisor gives advice with regard to NAXS’ 

investment activities through the Advisory Agreement. 

Should the principals or other persons employed by the 

Investment Advisor leave the Investment Advisor, such 

could have negative consequences for the Company’s 

development, profits and financial position. Some of the 

Investment Advisor’s principals may also be involved in 

other business or investment activities.

Investment analysis

There are no guarantees that the investment analysis the 

Investment Advisor carries out and presents during the 

evaluation will be either robust or accurate.

The Advisory Agreement’s influence on risk

inclinations

The principals of the Investment Advisor will make signifi-

cant investments in the Company. The Investment Advisor 

has furthermore the right, in accordance with the Advisory 

Agreement, to a portion of the return that is realised. In 

view of that this agreed portion of the return is not in direct 

proportion to the amount invested through them, they may 

have an incentive to make investments that bear more 

risks than those they would normally make without such 

an agreement. This could potentially lead to investment 

losses for the Company, particularly upon a relatively deep 

economic decline, than that which would otherwise be the 

case.

Risk factors
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Potential conflicts of interest

The Investment Advisor may come to have other similar 

assignments for other parties. Thus, it is possible that the 

Investment Advisor may come to have potential conflicts 

of interest with the Company. The Investment Advisor may 

come to advise other parties during the term of the assign-

ment for the Company and thereby use the same or similar 

information that is obtained, prepared or used for that 

assignment. Currently, the Investment Advisor does not 

advice any other parties.

Financial risks
Financing

Even if there in principle exists, further to the Offering, 

sufficient equity capital for the Company’s initial invest-

ment activities, future provisions of equity capital could in 

accordance with the Company’s capital strategy (see also 

“Financing policy” on page 35 and “Financial situation” on 

page 55) take place in order to supplement and develop the 

Company’s fund portfolio. The Company’s potential need 

of further equity capital is in such cases linked to future 

investment opportunities, and the Company’s potential to 

thereby acquire the required capital is dependent to a con-

siderable degree on demonstrable investment successes. 

The general market climate for providing risk capital is 

also very significant in this regard.

Currency risks

In view of that (i) the Company’s shares are subscribed for 

in SEK, (ii) the Holding Company’s shares are subscribed 

for by the Company in NOK, and (iii) the Holding Compa-

ny’s fund investments are normally made in USD or EUR, 

prospective investors will inevitably be exposed to the 

financial effects of currency fluctuations.

Risks with shares
Rules and regulations of First North

The board of directors has resolved to apply for the Com-

pany’s shares to be traded on First North in conjunction 

with the Offering. First North is an alternative market-

place1) operated by the Stockholm Stock Exchange. Com-

panies whose shares are traded on First North are not 

obliged to follow the same rules and regulations as stock-

exchange-listed companies, but instead a less comprehen-

sive set of regulations adapted to primarily small compa-

nies and growth companies. An investment in a company 

whose shares are traded on First North may therefore 

imply more risk than an investment in a stock-exchange-

listed company. All companies whose shares are traded on 

First North have a Certified Advisor who monitors that the 

company observes First North’s rules and regulations 

regarding the provision of information to the market and 

investors. A Certified Advisor examines a company whose 

shares are to be traded on First North. The Stockholm 

Stock Exchange approves applications for admission to 

such trading.

Illiquid trading

NAXS has entered into an agreement with Öhman regard-

ing Öhman’s role as liquidity provider for the Company’s 

shares which shall enter into force if the Company is admit-

ted by the Stockholm Stock Exchange to trading on First 

North. It is not possible to anticipate the degree to which 

investors’ interest in NAXS will lead to active trading in its 

shares or how trading in the shares will function in the 

future. Should active and liquid trading not materialise, or is 

not durable, such could imply difficulties for shareholders 

to sell their shares, either momentarily without driving 

down the market price, or even at all.

Non-Swedish owners’ possibility to participate in 

a potential rights issue

In view of different registration obligations regarding secu-

rities and offer documentation/prospectus, shareholders in 

jurisdictions outside Sweden may be unable to benefit from 

preferential rights otherwise associated with shares upon 

the issue of new shares, warrants and convertibles in NAXS. 

The Company is not obliged and does not have the inten-

tion to convey such registration documentation or similar 

regarding the issued shares in the Company in any jurisdic-

tion outside Sweden. The Company cannot either make any 

statement as to the possibility of obtaining an exception 

from such registration obligations outside Sweden.

General stock market risk

A prospective investor should be aware that an investment 

in the Company’s shares is associated with a high degree of 

risk and that there are no guarantees that the share price, as 

of the moment trading in the share has commenced on First 

North, develops favourably. In addition to the Company’s 

performance, the share price is dependent on a number of 

factors that neither the Company, the Investment Advisor 

or Öhman can influence. Such factors may be the economic 

climate, market interest rates, the opportunity cost of capi-

Risk factors

1) The term “alternative marketplace” means that First North is not a so-called regulated market.
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tal, capital flows, political uncertainties, as well as market 

and behavioural psychology. Even if the Company’s activi-

ties develop positively, it cannot be excluded that an inves-

tor makes a capital loss upon divestment.

ERISA risks
Under current regulations issued by the U.S. Department 

of Labor (“DOL”), if 25 percent or more of the Company’s 

shares or any other class of equity interest in the Company 

(the “Plan Threshold”), as modified by Section 3(42) of 

ERISA (excluding shares and other classes of equity inter-

est held by the Investment Advisor, any sub-manager and 

their affiliates (as defined in 29 C.F.R. Section 2510.3-

101(f)(3)) or the Directors) are owned, directly or indirect-

ly, by any (i) “employee benefit plan” (as defined in Section 

3(3) of ERISA), subject to part 4 of subtitle B of Title I of 

ERISA, (ii) “plan” (as defined in Section 4975(e)(1) of the 

Code) subject to Section 4975 of the Code or (iii) entity 

whose underlying assets could be deemed to include “plan 

assets” by reason of the investment by an “employee bene-

fit plan” or other “plan” in the entity within the meaning of 

29 C.F.R. Section 2510.3-101 (as modified by Section 3(42) 

of ERISA) or otherwise, including without limitation, as 

applicable, an insurance company general account (each a 

“Benefit Plan Investor”), a portion of the assets of the Com-

pany could be deemed to be “plan assets” subject to the 

constraints of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code.

Accordingly, no Benefit Plan Investor or any pension or 

other plan subject to requirements under any federal, 

state, local or non-U.S. laws substantially similar to the 

provisions of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the 

Code (“Similar Laws”) may acquire the Offered Shares and 

each investor and subsequent transferee will be deemed to 

have represented and warranted by its acquisition of a 

share that no portion of the assets used by such purchaser 

or transferee to acquire or hold the shares constitute assets 

of any plan subject to part 4 of subtitle B of Title I of  ERISA, 

Section 4975 of the Code (each, an “ERISA Plan”) or any 

Similar Laws.

The Company cannot assure prospective investors that 

such Benefit Plan Investors or plans subject to Similar 

Laws will never acquire shares of the Company or that, if 

they do, the ownership of all Benefit Plan Investors will be 

below the Plan Threshold discussed above or that the Com-

pany’s assets will not otherwise constitute “plan assets” 

under ERISA or be subject to Similar Laws. If the Compa-

ny’s assets were deemed to constitute “plan assets” of 

investing ERISA Plans pursuant to ERISA or were subject 

to similar requirements under Similar Laws, this could 

result, among other things, in the possibility that certain 

transactions that the Company might enter into in the 

ordinary course of business and operation might be termi-

nated by a counterparty or might constitute non-exempt 

prohibited transactions under ERISA or the Code or such 

Similar Laws, resulting in excise taxes or other liabilities 

under ERISA or the Code or such Similar Laws. In addi-

tion, any fiduciary of a Benefit Plan Investor or plan sub-

ject to Similar Laws that is responsible for the plan’s invest-

ment in the shares could be liable for any ERISA violations 

or violations of Similar Laws relating to the Company. Pro-

spective investors in the shares should refer to “Certain 

ERISA Considerations”.

In addition, it is possible that potential investments of 

the Company may have investment restrictions similar to 

those discussed above, which may limit the types of invest-

ments that the Company may make. In addition, one or 

more of the Company’s investments may impose restric-

tions relating to ERISA such that if the Company were to 

be considered a Benefit Plan Investor or using the assets of 

a Benefit Plan Investor with respect to any such invest-

ments, the Company could be required to sell such 

investment(s) and such forced sale(s) could be for a price(s) 

that is less than fair value.

Risk factors
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Invitation to subscribe for shares

An extraordinary general meeting of shareholders of NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) 

held on 12 March 2007 resolved to apply for admission to trading of the Company’s shares on First 

North at the Stockholm Stock Exchange, and to endeavour to obtain a broader distribution of the 

ownership through an offering (”Offering”) comprising a minimum of 10,000,000 shares and a maxi-

mum of 25,000,000 shares to be issued to the general public and institutional investors in Sweden 

and Norway as well as to selected investors outside of Sweden and Norway. The subscription price in 

the Offering has been established at SEK 40 per share.

In conjunction with the Offering, the shares held by NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB shall be 

redeemed and the share capital of the Company shall be reduced by the equivalent amount. This 

redemption and reduction of the share capital shall be conditioned by the Offering being fulfilled, and 

shall in such case take place directly in conjunction with the new share issue in the Offering. Thus, 100 

percent of the capital and voting rights in the Company will thereby be offered in conjunction with the 

Offering. Furthermore, the principals1) of NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB have together undertaken 

to subscribe for at least 1.0 percent of the shares allotted in the Offering on the same conditions as for 

the other participants.

In conjunction with and before costs for this Offering2), and after repayment of the nominal amount 

to NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB for redeemed shares, NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB 

(publ) will be provided with a maximum of SEK 999.5 million. Under the precondition that the new 

issue be fully subscribed, the share capital of the Company will then amount to SEK 1,250,000 divided 

into 25,000,000 shares.

In view of the aforementioned and in accordance with the conditions set out in this prospectus, we 

hereby invite to the subscription for shares in NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ). 

Stockholm, 14 March 2007

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ)

The Board of Directors

1)  By the principals, it is referred to Thomas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret. They may both participate in the Offering as private individuals or through 
companies.

2)  The main costs for this Offering consist of establishment and placing fees. The establishment fee amounts to 1 percent of the issue proceeds paid in 
conjunction with the Offering, and primarily pertains to financial advice and production costs of the prospectus. The placing fee amounts at most to 
2 percent of the issue proceeds paid in conjunction with the Offering. There will also be costs for items such as legal, fiscal and reporting advice. If the 
new issue in the Offering be fully subscribed, the Company will be provided with SEK 965.5 million after deduction for costs related to the Offering 
in the amount of approximately SEK 34 million.
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Conditions and instructions

The Offering
The Offering, consists of a minimum of 10,000,000 shares 

and a maximum of 25,000,000 shares through a new issue 

(the “Offered Shares”). In view of the fact that the Compa-

ny shall redeem the current shares in the Company, the 

Offering represents all shares in the Company.

Öhman proposes to offer the Offered Shares at the offer 

price by way of (i) a public offering in Sweden and Norway, 

(ii) a private placement in the United States in reliance on 

certain exemptions from the registration requirements of 

the Securities Act to institutions that are both qualified 

institutional buyers, as defined in Rule 144A, and qualified 

purchasers, as defined in the Investment Company Act and 

related rules, who also agree to certain transfer restrictions 

and (iii) a private placement outside Sweden, Norway and 

the United States to selected institutional investors. All 

offers and sales outside the United States will be made in 

reliance on Regulation S only to persons who are not U.S. 

persons or acting for the account or benefit of U.S. persons 

(as defined under Regulation S). Shareholders, investors 

and depositary banks should advise themselves of the laws 

and regulations applicable to investing in, holding and dis-

posing of the Company’s shares. The Offered Shares may 

not be acquired by investors using assets of any retirement 

plan or other plan that is subject to part 4 of subtitle B of 

Title I of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue 

Code.

The Offered Shares are subject to certain ownership 

limitations and transfer restrictions. For a description of 

these limitations and restrictions and the consequences of 

acquiring or holding shares in violation thereof, see “Notice 

to Investors” and “Certain ERISA Considerations”. Inves-

tors purchasing shares who are located in the United States 

or are U.S. persons will be required to sign a U.S. purchas-

er’s letter, which includes an undertaking that such inves-

tors will only resell such shares (i) in a sale in an offshore 

transaction pursuant to Rule 904 of Regulation S, to or for 

the account or benefit of a person not reasonably believed 

by such investor to be a U.S. person or (ii) to Öhman (or 

any of its successors) or its affiliates.

Share price in the Offering
The new shares will be issued at a price of SEK 40.00 per 

share.1) There will be no brokerage commission.

Subscription period
Applications to subscribe for shares shall be submitted or 

sent in during the period 19 March to 5 April 2007 inclu-

sive. The board of directors of NAXS may decide to extend 

the subscription period. Should the board of directors 

decide to extend the subscription period, the last day for 

payment and the date for receiving the shares will be post-

poned by the same length of time.

Applications
Subscription applications are to be made with an official 

application form and refer to one or several lots each of 

100 shares, but not however for less than 200 shares.

Application forms should be submitted or sent to:

E. Öhman J:or Fondkommission AB

Emissionsavdelningen/NAXS

Box 7415

103 91 Stockholm

Sweden

Office address: Berzelii Park 9, Stockholm, Sweden.

The application form must be received by Öhman by 3pm 

CET on 5 April 2007 at the latest. Application forms sent 

by post should be posted in good time prior to the last sub-

scription day.

Applications shall be binding. Incomplete or inaccu-

rately filled application forms may not be processed. Only 

one application form per subscriber will be taken into con-

sideration. No additions or changes may be made to the 

pre-printed text of the application form.

Allotment of shares
The allotment of shares in the Company shall be decided 

by the board of directors in consultation with Öhman per-

suant to the established order of priority, and besides that, 

according to the directives of the board of directors, where-

by the objective is to achieve the required distribution of 

the shares and a comprehensive institutional ownership 

base to enable regular and liquid trading. Subscription 

applications shall be prioritised as follows: (i) from Tho-

mas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret as principals of the 

Investment Advisor with a total minimum of 1.0 percent of 

the total shares allotted in the Offering, (ii) from board 

members and the senior executives of the NAXS group 

1)  The share price was established by the Company’s board of directors in consultation with Öhman. In view of the fact that redemption of the current shares shall be made with repay-
ment of the nominal amount, the share price in the Offering reflects the Company’s equity capital. Consideration has not been given to the Company’s business potential nor to its 
future prospects. 
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with up to 85,500 shares as a collective, and (iii) from busi-

ness contacts and other parties considered interesting for 

the Company, as well as clients to Öhman for the remain-

ing part of the shares offered in relation to the Offering. 

Should over-subscription arise, allotment may be made 

with a lower number of shares than that contained in an 

application, or not at all. If the shares can not be allotted 

according to the above, the board of directors has the right 

to carry out the allotment either totally or partially through 

a random selection.

The allotment will not be dependent on when an applica-

tion is submitted during the application period. 

Allotment may be made to Öhman’s employees, but with-

out them being prioritised. In such cases, allotment shall be 

made in accordance with the regulations of the Swedish 

Association of Stockbrokers (Sw: Svenska Fondhandlar-

föreningen) and the stipulations of the Swedish Financial 

Supervisory Authority (Sw: Finansinspektionen).

Publication of the results of the issue
The results of the Offering are estimated to be published 

via a press release on or around 12 April 2007.

Notification of allocation
When the subscription period has expired and as soon as 

possible after the allocation of shares has taken place, con-

tract notes will be sent to those who have been allocated 

shares. This is expected to be done on or around 12 April 

2007. No notification will be sent to those who have not 

received an allocation.

Payment
Full payment for allocated shares shall be made in cash 

according to the instructions attached to the contract 

notes. The estimated settlement date is to be 17 April 

2007. 

Note that payment must be made in advance to Öhman’s 

bank account before the shares may be delivered. If a 

deposit account with Öhman is indicated in the application 

form, the amount will be directly deducted from such 

account. Should the paid amount exceed the subscription 

amount acccording to the contract note, the surplus 

amount will be repaid as soon as possible. 

Should full payment not be made within the specified 

time, allocated shares will be transferred to another sub-

scriber. Should the sales price upon such transfer be less 

than the price as per the Offering, the difference can be 

requested from the person who was initially allocated in 

the Offering.

Receipt of shares
The Company will join VPC AB’s (“VPC”) account-based 

securities system, which implies that physical share certifi-

cates will not be issued. When full payment for allocated 

shares has been made and registered, a VP notification will 

be sent out indicating that the paid shares are available in 

the subscriber’s VP account. Such is estimated to take place 

on or around 7 May 2007.

Those who indicated in the application form a nominee 

account with a bank or other broker will have the shares 

registered in such account, and notification will be made in 

accordance with the nominee’s procedures.

Right to dividends
The newly issued shares in accordance with this prospec-

tus shall entail the right to part of the profits of NAXS as of 

the financial year 2007. Dividends for the financial year 

2007 will be determined by the Company’s annual general 

meeting of shareholders and be paid through VPC.

Trading
The board of directors of NAXS has resolved to apply for 

the Company’s shares to be traded on First North under 

the trading symbol “NAXS”. The first day of trading on 

First North is estimated to be 14 May 2007 under the pre-

requisite that approval be obtained from the Stockholm 

Stock Exchange.

Trading on First North is carried out electronically in 

the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s SAXESS trading system, 

i.e. in the same system as for shares traded in the regulated 

market. The same clearing and liquidation procedures are 

also applied. Information about prices, volume and order-

depth is published in real time through the same channels 

as for shares listed on the regulated market. 

First North is an alternative marketplace1) that is man-

aged and monitored by the Stockholm Stock Exchange. 

Conditions and instructions
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Companies whose shares are traded on First North are not 

obliged to follow the same rules and regulations as stock-

exchange-listed companies, but instead follow a less com-

prehensive set of regulations adapted to primarily small 

companies and growth companies. An investment in a 

company whose shares are traded on First North may 

therefore imply more risk than an investment in a stock-

exchange-listed company. All companies whose shares are 

traded on First North have a Certified Advisor who moni-

tors that the company observes First North’s rules and 

regulations regarding the provision of information to the 

market and investors.  

The Company also has the intention of applying within 

12 months for listing on the Stockholm Stock Exchange.

Lock-up
Thomas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret have both through 

agreements undertaken not to divest, without written 

approval of Öhman, any part of their shareholdings in the 

Company, that orginates from the participation in the 

Offering, for a period of at least 12 months as of the first 

day of trading in the Company’s shares on First North.

Certified Advisor
In conjunction with the Offering and the application to 

trade the Company’s shares on First North, NAXS has 

entered into an agreement with Öhman in its capacity as 

Certified Advisor. As Certified Advisor, Öhman shall 

ensure that the Company both initially and continuously 

observes the rules and regulations of First North.

Liquidity guarantee
NAXS has appointed Öhman as market maker for its shares 

in conjunction with the admission for trading on First 

North, with the objective of supporting good liquidity in 

the share and to ensure a small difference between the pur-

chase and sales price in ongoing trading.

According to the agreement, Öhman shall place a pur-

chase and sales volume of at least four trading lots each so 

that a maximum difference of 4 percent between the pur-

chase and sales price be obtained based on the sales price. 

The assignment shall commence in conjunction with the 

Company’s admission to First North.

Conditions for the completion 
of the Offering
The Offering is conditioned by that (i) a minimum of 

10,000,000 shares are subscribed for in the Offering, (ii) 

an extraordinary general meeting of shareholders of the 

Company in conjunction with the subscription period’s 

expiration resolves to carry out a new share issue with up 

to 25,000,000 new shares in accordance with the terms 

and conditions of this prospectus and to reduce the share 

capital through withdrawal of, at the time for the general 

meeting, all existing shares in the Company, and (iii) these 

decisions are registered by the Swedish Companies Regis-

tration Office (Sw. Bolagsverket). Furthermore, the Offer-

ing is conditioned by (iv) that no circumstances arise that 

could imply that the timing for carrying out the Offering be 

deemed to be unsuitable. Such circumstances could for 

example be of an economic, financial or political nature 

and refer to circumstances in Sweden or abroad, as well as 

the interest to take part in the Offering be deemed by the 

board of directors of NAXS to be insufficient. The Offering 

could consequently be entirely or partially recalled. Notifi-

cation of such situation would be published as soon as pos-

sible through a press release. The Company will be unable 

to recall the Offering once trading in the shares has com-

menced.  

Offering restrictions
European Economic Area

In relation to each Member State of the European Eco-

nomic Area which has implemented the prospectus Direc-

tive (each, a “Relevant Member State”), an offer to the pub-

lic of any Offered Shares may not be made in that Relevant 

Member State other than the offers contemplated in the 

Swedish language prospectus in Sweden and Norway, once 

such prospectus has been approved by the competent 

authority in Sweden and published and passported in 

accordance with the Prospectus Directive as implemented 

Conditions and instructions

1)  The term “alternative marketplace” means that First North is not what is known as a regulated market – a term used in the EU directive called MiFID, which concerns security bro-
kerage firms and stock exchanges. The intention is that First North shall be included in a less complex set of regulations within the framework of a Multilateral Trading Facility 
(MTF) when the MiFID directive is introduced into Swedish law, i.e. on 1 November 2007. Issuers on First North must observe First North’s rules and regulations, although the legal 
requirements for listing on a stock exchange do not apply. Companies traded on First North are subsequently not stock market companies, and are thereby not subject for example to 
the Swedish Act concerning Reporting Obligations for Certain Holdings of Financial Instruments (2000:1087) (Sw: Lag om anmälningsskyldighet för vissa innehav av finansiella 
instrument), the Swedish Act on Public Takeover Offers on the Stock Market (Sw: Lag om offentliga uppköpserbjudanden på aktiemarknaden), IFRS, and the rules of the Swedish 
Industry and Commerce Stock Exchange Committee (Sw: Näringslivets börskommitté – NBK).
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in Sweden and Norway, except that an offer to the public in 

that Relevant Member State of any Offered Shares may be 

made at any time under the following exemptions under 

the Prospectus Directive, if they have been implemented in 

that Relevant Member State:

(a)   to legal entities which are authorised or regulated to 

operate in the financial markets or, if not so authorised 

or regulated, whose corporate purpose is solely to 

invest in securities;

(b)   to any legal entity which has two or more of (1) an aver-

age of at least 250 employees during the last financial 

year; (2) a total balance sheet of more than EUR 

43,000,000 and (3) an annual net turnover of more 

than EUR 50,000,000, as shown in its last annual or 

consolidated accounts; 

(c)   by Öhman to fewer than 100 natural or legal persons 

(other than qualified investors as defined in the Pro-

spectus Directive); or

(d)   in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) 

of the Prospectus Directive, 

provided that no such offer of Offered Shares shall result in 

a requirement for the publication by the Company or 

Öhman of a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Pro-

spectus Directive. For the purposes of this provision, the 

expression an “offer to the public” in relation to any Offered 

Shares in any Relevant Member State means the commu-

nication in any form and by any means of sufficient infor-

mation on the terms of the offer and any Offered Shares to 

be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase 

any Offered Shares, as the same may be varied in that 

Member State by any measure implementing the Prospec-

tus Directive in that Member State and the expression 

“Prospectus Directive” means Directive 2003/71/EC and 

includes any relevant implementing measure in each 

Relevant Member State.

United States

The Company has not been registered under the Invest-

ment Company Act and the Offered Shares have not been 

and will not be registered under the Securities Act or with 

any securities regulatory authority of any state or other 

jurisdiction in the United States. Each subscriber of 

Offered Shares in the United States will be required to sign 

a U.S. purchaser’s letter, which includes an undertaking 

that such investors will only resell such shares (i) in an off-

shore transaction pursuant to Rule 904 of Regulation S, to 

or for the account or benefit of a person not reasonably 

believed by such investor to be a U.S. Person or (ii) to 

Öhman (or any of its successors) or its affiliates.

The Offered Shares have been and will be offered or sold 

in the United States only to persons who are qualified insti-

tutional buyers, as defined in Rule 144A, and qualified 

purchasers, as defined in the Investment Company Act and 

related rules, in reliance on the exemption from the regis-

tration requirements of the Securities Act. All offers and 

sales outside of the United States will be made in reliance 

on Regulation S to persons who are not U.S. persons or 

acting for the account or benefit of U.S. persons. The shares 

may not be acquired by investors using assets of any retire-

ment plan or other plan that is subject to Title I of ERISA 

or Section 4975 of the Code, and each purchaser of shares 

will make or be deemed to make certain representations, 

agreements and acknowledgements with respect to ERISA 

matters. See “Certain ERISA Considerations”.  

In addition, until 40 days after the commencement of 

the Offering, an offer or sale of shares within the United 

States by a dealer, whether or not participating in the offer-

ing, may violate the registration requirements of the 

Securities Act if such offer or sale is made otherwise than 

in accordance with Rule 144A. As used in this section, 

“United States” and “U.S. person” have the meanings given 

to them by Regulation S.

Conditions and instructions
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Certain ERISA considerations

ERISA Considerations
Investment in the Company’s shares by persons who are 

subject to part 4 of subtitle B of Title I of ERISA or Section 

4975 of the Code or by any entity whose assets are treated 

as assets of any such plan could result in severe penalties 

or other liabilities for the investor, the Company, the Direc-

tors and/or the Investment Advisor. See “Risk factors – 

ERISA risks”.

Accordingly, Benefit Plan Investors (including, as appli-

cable, assets of an insurance company general account) or 

plans, individual retirement accounts and other arrange-

ments that are subject to the prohibited transaction provi-

sions of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code, 

or to provisions under applicable federal, state, local, non-

U.S. or other laws or regulations that are substantially sim-

ilar to such provisions of ERISA or the Code (“Similar 

Laws”) will not be permitted to acquire shares, directly or 

indirectly, as part of the initial distribution of the Compa-

ny’s shares.

Each investor will be required to represent, or will be 

deemed to have represented, as applicable, that it is not a 

Benefit Plan Investor (and that is not purchasing the shares 

with the assets of or on behalf of any Benefit Plan Investor) 

or a plan, an individual retirement account or other 

arrangement that is subject to the prohibited transaction 

provisions of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the 

Code, or to Similar Laws.

Each transferee of a share in uncertificated form and 

admitted to settlement by means of VPC, if any, will be 

deemed to represent and warrant that it is not a Benefit 

Plan Investor (and that it is not purchasing the shares with 

the assets of or on behalf of any Benefit Plan Investor) or a 

plan, an individual retirement account or other arrange-

ment that is subject to the prohibited transaction provi-

sions of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code 

or to Similar Laws.
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Background and rationale

Interest in investments in private equity has grown consid-
erably in recent years. The activities of private equity funds 
have become more frequent at the same time as the aver-
age transaction volume has increased. This has been par-
ticularly noticeable in Sweden where the proportion of 
capital invested in private equity represented more than 1 
percent of GDP in 2005, which is second-highest in Europe 
after the United Kingdom. The activities of private equity 
players today comprise a natural part of a well-developed 
economy. With large capital resources and active owner-
ship, they fill an important function regarding the remod-
elling and streamlining of companies and sectors.

Private equity is often perceived as an alternative asset 
class with a relatively high anticipated return. Historically, 
investments in private equity have only been accessible by 
investors with considerable capital, sector-specific knowl-
edge and an adequate network. Furthermore, the investor 
has needed to be able to manage without the invested capi-
tal for a relatively long period of time. Investments in pri-
vate equity have therefore normally been made by institu-
tional investors such as banks, pension funds, insurance 
companies, major asset managers and wealthy private 
individuals.

NAXS has been established to render the Nordic private 
equity market accessible to a broader general public. The 
concept may be described as a fund-of-funds with a listed 
company’s liquidity. By investing in a fund-of-funds, the 
responsibility of evaluating, selecting and allocating capi-
tal to various funds is placed with NAXS as a professional 
fund manager. A fund-of-funds solution with established 
relations to the leading private equity managers is an effec-
tive way for investors to gain access to private equity funds 
with a high minimum level of invested amount, or to fund 
managers whose funds are often oversubscribed. NAXS is 
convinced that the Company, through aggregating capital 
from several investors via a listed company, will not only 
establish a capital-strong investor but also a more sustain-
able player from a private equity manager’s perspective.

NAXS’ overall objective is to provide its shareholders 
with good return and long-term capital growth by creating 
a portfolio of buyout funds that are (i) concentrated regard-
ing geographical area, fund orientation and fund manager, 
and (ii) diversified regarding the underlying funds’ size 
and “vintage”. NAXS has chosen to focus on buyout funds 
oriented towards the Nordic region because it is a region 
that has demonstrated very attractive return on invest-

ment. The related premium (difference in Net IRR) com-
pared with European funds has been on average 5–10 per-
centage points per annum over the last ten years.1)

The Company’s capital strategy is oriented towards 
adapting over time the equity capital to the investment 
activities. Only capital that can be utilised in the invest-
ment activities in the immediate future shall be held. 
NAXS’ fund investments shall furthermore principally be 
financed through equity. Loan financing may only be used 
to bridge temporary liquidity requirements.

The present Offering, which may produce a maximum 
of SEK 1.0 billion before costs related to this Offeing, is the 
first fund raising carried out by NAXS. The raised capital 
shall be used in the Company’s investment activities in 
order to form the basis of a target portfolio (see under 
“Investment strategy” on page 32 and “Investment crite-
ria” on page 33). 

The board of directors is convinced that opportunities 
in the future are also good for further commitments and 
investments. Because these opportunities may arise 
already before NAXS can expect any proceeds from the 
first investments (regarding capital raised through the cur-
rent Offering), further fund raisings will be made through 
new issues with preferential right in accordance with the 
Company’s financing policy (see page 35).

For further information, reference is made to this pro-
spectus, which has been prepared by the board of direc-
tors of NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) in 
view of the Offering and the admission of the Company’s 
shares to trading on First North. The board of directors of 
NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) is responsi-
ble for the contents of this prospectus. The board of direc-
tors of NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) 
assures that it has taken all reasonable precautionary 
measures to ensure that the information set out in this 
prospectus, to the best of its knowledge, corresponds to 
actual circumstances and that nothing of any significance 
has been omitted that could affect the picture of NAXS 
Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) as created by this 
prospectus.

Stockholm, 14 March 2007

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ)
The Board of Directors

1)  Thomson Financial
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Statements from Nordic private equity 
managers

Accent Equity Partners   “Establishment of a new innovative structure giving access to the new 

categories of investors to the private equity industry is an exciting devel-

opment, evidencing a new level of maturity of the Nordic PE market. We 

welcome NAXS as a new professional player in this field.”

Creval Partners   ”We believe that NAXS’ focused approach and long-term characteristics 

makes it an attractive investor for Nordic private equity funds, and we 

would be pleased to count NAXS as an investor in Creval 1.”

Ferd Equity Partners   ”With the strong focus on the buyout sector in our region, Ferd Equity 

Partners would welcome NAXS, a liquid vehicle that would further pro-

fessionalize the private equity industry in the Nordic countries.”

Industri Kapital  ”We believe that NAXS has the characteristics of an attractive investor 

for private equity buyout funds, and will allow a broader development of 

the Nordic private equity market.”

Nordic Capital   ”We welcome the establishment of NAXS as an innovative investment 

vehicle allowing new investors to participate in the Nordic private equity 

industry. NAXS represents a new generation of Nordic private equity 

investors, which we would be happy to consider for our next funds.”
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Market

In view of that the Company’s business activities are focused on investments in Nordic buyout funds, this sec-
tion contains an overview of the Nordic market for investments in private equity funds oriented towards the 
buyout market as well as private equity as an asset class.

Introduction to private equity
Private equity consists of investments in unlisted compa-

nies or the buyout of listed companies where the owner-

ship commitment is active but limited in time. Private 

equity, in a nutshell, can be divided between buyout and 

venture capital related investments as well as investments 

made by business angels.

Buyout implies investments in existing, mature compa-

nies, for example through the purchase of a division from a 

large group or the buyout of a listed company. The portfo-

lio companies in the buyout-related funds normally have 

good cash flows. Venture capital covers investments in 

small and medium-sized growth companies that are in the 

seed, start-up or expansion phases, often with negative or 

weak cash flows. Private persons who invest in companies 

without any own family connection are called business 

angels who, unlike other private investors, are expected to 

have an active ownership commitment. A common denom-

inator for the various categories is that investments are 

made in companies where the growth and/or profitability 

potential are deemed to be good.1)

Phases and structure of a fund
Investments in private equity are usually structured as 

closed-end funds and administered by fund managers, 

who carry out and lead the funds’ investments. For fiscal 

reasons, funds are often organised as offshore-based lim-

ited partnerships (Sw: kommanditbolag). A private equity 

fund’s operational process can be divided into four phases, 

as described below.

Business angels

Investments by
private individuals

Venture capital

Investments in seed,
start-up or expansion

companies

Buyout

Buyout transactions
supplemented by

loan financing

Private equity

Venture capital to 
unlisted companies

Illustration of private equity

Source: Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association (Svenska Risk kapital-
föreningen)

1) Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association (Svenska Riskkapitalföreningen)

The different phases of a private equity fund 

Fund raising Investment Development Divestment

C
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sh
 f
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Expansion

Maturity

Decline

Seed and 
start-up

Time

Venture capital Buyout

Phases of a company

Source: Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association (Svenska Risk kapital-
föreningen)
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Fund raising
The initial phase upon establishing a private equity fund is 

to raise capital. In this phase, the fund’s manager presents 

a fund product for various qualified investors, who then 

perform an evaluation of the fund manager and the pro-

posed product. The size of the capital that is to be invested 

will be agreed between the manager and the investor 

depending on the anticipated capital requirement during 

the fund’s lifetime. The capital that the investor undertakes 

to invest in the fund is paid in as and when the fund makes 

investments. The establishment of a fund normally takes 

from six to eighteen months.

Investment
During the fund’s investment phase, which normally cov-

ers the first three to five years, investments are made in 

new portfolio companies. It is the fund manager who shall 

identify, analyse and acquire portfolio companies. A poten-

tial portfolio company shall usually fulfil the following cri-

teria:

❖  Strong market position

❖  Considerable potential for growth in profitability

❖  Stable cash flow

❖  Be able to keep or attract competent senior manage-

ment

❖  Manifest divestment possibility

When acquiring unlisted companies, the fund manager 

normally has access to a larger volume of information con-

cerning the potential portfolio company than that which is 

generally available when investing in a listed company. 

Consequently, those who invest in unlisted companies 

have better prerequisites to assess a company’s value-

growth potential, compared with those who invest in listed 

companies.

When the investment phase has been completed, invest-

ments are not normally made in any further portfolio com-

panies. Additional investments may however be made in 

existing portfolio companies.

Development
During the development phase, the fund manager actively 

develops the portfolio companies. This process takes place 

through the manager’s representatives becoming involved 

in the portfolio company’s board of directors. Through the 

board, the representatives are able to influence the portfo-

lio company’s strategies and choice of management.

The development process, which has the objective of 

achieving value-growth in the company, often implies that 

measures are taken to increase turnover and to improve 

profitability. These measures may for example include the 

divestment of non-company-critical operations or addi-

tional acquisitions in order to strengthen the portfolio 

company’s market position, and/or to obtain large-scale 

benefits. A private equity fund often has considerable 

financial resources, which implies good access to capital 

for the portfolio companies and thus enabling investments 

in the form, for example, of additional acquisitions. An 

incentive program is often established that is related to the 

value-growth achieved by the company in order to moti-

vate and coordinate the portfolio company’s management 

team.

The fund manager also actively works to optimise the 

portfolio company’s capital structure with the objective of 

maximising the return on invested fund capital. Debt-

financing normally takes place at company level, which 

implies that should the portfolio company neglect its debt 

obligations, only the individual company will be affected 

and not the other companies in the fund portfolio.

Divestment
The divestment of a portfolio company is usually made 

after four to seven years. The general divestment alterna-

tives are the sale to an industrial player, sale to a financial 

player, stock-exchange listing and re-sale to the founders, 

liquidation or bankruptcy. In 2005, the most common way 

of divesting a company was through an industrial sale. 

As and when investments are divested, the related funds 

are distributed among the investors, after profit-sharing. 

When all portfolio companies have been divested, the fund 

will be dissolved. A private equity fund’s total life-cycle is 

normally about ten to twelve years.

Market
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Structure and profit-sharing system
Private equity funds are often structured in Limited Part-

nerships, of which the closest Swedish equivalent is kom-

manditbolag. Such company structure has a General Part-

ner “GP” (equivalent in Swedish to komplementär), which 

is often a limited company (Sw: aktiebolag) where the 

shareholders actively manage the fund, as well as Limited 

Partners “LP” (equivalent in Swedish to kommanditdel-

ägare) with limited liability. 

The two primary reasons for establishing this structure 

are:

1.  Risk-sharing – an active owner-party contributes a 

small portion of the capital in the fund but takes the 

principal part of responsibility, known as unlimited 

liability, simultaneously as a passive owner-party, in 

the form of several investors, contributes the major 

part of the capital but takes a limited risk. The inves-

tors have limited liability in the sense that they cannot 

lose more than the amount they have invested in the 

fund.

2.  Fiscal transparency – that it is clear where taxation 

takes place and which taxes the investor shall pay.

In view of that the GP normally contributes at least 1 to 3 

percent of the total managed capital in the fund and the 

passive investors the remaining portion, simultaneously as 

the GP also decides which companies the fund shall invest 

in, there is a risk that a principal agent problem arises 

between the investors and the GP. All funds therefore have 

a profit-sharing system that gives the GP an incentive to 

meet the investors’ interests and to achieve the highest 

possible return for the fund.

Most funds have a similar profit-sharing system struc-

ture. This implies that investors receive a certain priori-

tised return that currently normally amounts to between 6 

and 8 percent. Of the profit in the fund, in addition to the 

prioritised return, the investors receive 80 percent while 

the GP receives the remaining 20 percent.1)

Source: The Riksbank, “Venture Capital Companies in Sweden”, 2005
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and portion of profit

Portfolio companies

Structure of a private equity fund

1) The Riksbank, “Venture Capital Companies in Sweden”, 2005 
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The Nordic private equity market
The Nordic private equity sector is currently in a positive 

phase. The total volume of available capital is increasing 

and a growing proportion of the capital is coming from 

international investors. A good climate prevailed in 2005 

and 2006 to obtain capital within the buyout sector and 

there was manifest competition among investors to partic-

ipate in the best funds. In addition, private equity manag-

ers’ investment activities intensified with greater competi-

tion for investment objects as a consequence.

The Swedish market is the largest in the Nordic Region 

regarding size and growth. In 2005, Sweden was the coun-

try, after the United Kingdom, with the highest proportion 

in Europe of invested private equity capital in relation to 

GDP. Swedish private equity investments represented 1.06 

percent of GDP compared with an average of 0.45 percent 

in the Nordic region.1)

The volume of raised capital is increasing in all Nordic 

countries with the exception of Sweden where a slight 

decline was observed from 2003 to 2005. Excluding loaned 

capital, a total of EUR 31.6 billion was managed by the 

Swedish private equity managers as per 30 June 2006. 

Equivalent amounts for Denmark, Finland and Norway 

vary between EUR 2.5 billion and EUR 5.0 billion. Of the 

managed capital, Sweden, Norway and Denmark together 

had EUR 19.8 billion available for new investments.2)

Market

1) Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association
2) Nordic Innovation Centre, Nordic Private Equity – An Industry Analysis, November 2006
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The number of national and international players within 

the Nordic buyout segment has increased in recent years, 

and the Nordic managers are expected to meet greater com-

petition from the international players in the future. 

Furthermore, the largest proportion of recent years’ newly 

raised capital has been placed in buyout funds, which indi-

cates that competition will become even sharper. 

It is estimated that 90 percent of the Swedish buyout 

investments are managed by the ten largest Swedish pri-

vate equity managers. About half of the capital that inves-

tors have committed to invest in Swedish private equity 

funds is managed by three players – EQT, Industri Kapital 

and Nordic Capital1). The largest buyout players invest in 

the whole of the Nordic region, and in certain cases outside 

the region. Players who have an investment volume of less 

than EUR 50 million per portfolio company most often act 

on a national basis.

Despite a considerable volume of capital being managed 

in private equity funds, the number of employees within the 

sector is limited. There are about 500 employed investment 

managers in Sweden, and the total number of investment 

managers in the Nordic region is approximately 1,000.2)

Investment activities
Buyout players often act as catalysts for companies that 

need to enter a new development phase. For example, divi-

sions that no longer belong to the core activity of a group, a 

family company on the threshold of a change of genera-

tion, or under-valued public companies where develop-

ment has stagnated. A common denominator for typical 

target-companies is that they are often well-positioned 

within their respective sectors, have strong cash flows and 

distinct development potential.3)

Unlike the other Nordic countries, Sweden is consid-

ered to be an investment area able to offer several invest-

ment opportunities within many different sectors. In Den-

mark, investments are made primarily in family-owned 

companies, and the average transaction value is normally 

less than in Sweden. Norwegian business is dominated by 

oil and gas-related companies. Finland’s proximity to Rus-

sia and Eastern Europe implies that investment opportu-

nities are offered in companies that benefit from the 

growth prevailing in the region.4)

Sweden has the highest number of investments and a 

significantly greater volume of invested capital compared 

with the other Nordic countries. A predominant propor-

tion, approximately 71 percent, of the Swedish funds’ 

invested capital in 2005 concerned buyout investments. 

About 45 percent of the Nordic private equity managers’ 

investments were made in sectors related to biotechnology 

and healthcare. The Nordic managers’ total investments 

amounted to EUR 4,715 million in 2005.
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1) The Riksbank, “Venture Capital Companies in Sweden”, 2005
2) Swedish Private Equity & Venture Capital Association
3) Ibid.
4) 3i, Buyouts Preview, Autumn 2006
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Nordic private equity managers’ investments, 2002–2005 (EUR 

million)

Source: European Venture Capital Association
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Market
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Divestment activities
The share of industrial sales in 2005 represented 67 per-

cent of the Nordic private equity managers’ positive divest-

ments. In the same year, 7 percent of the positive divest-

ments were sales to financial purchasers. There were 257 

divestments in 2005 with a total value of EUR 2,038 mil-

lion. From 2004 to 2005 the number of positive divest-

ments rose to approximately 75 percent. 

It is not only the number of transactions that has 

increased in recent years, but also the number of really 

large buyouts, known as mega-transactions, is increasing 

in tandem with the increasing size of the funds. These 

kinds of transaction are often carried out by consortiums 

composed of several fund managers and other types of 

investors.1)

Private equity as an asset class
Private equity is often perceived as an alternative asset 

class with relatively high anticipated return simultaneous-

ly as the correlation with the stock market is relatively low. 

The anticipated high return and the low correlation are 

partly explained by that managers of private equity funds 

endeavour to obtain absolute return, and not relative 

return linked to an index. Furthermore, private equity 

managers as shareholders are very committed to the com-

panies’ developments like the portfolio companies’ senior 

management are in view of that they are often covered by 

incentive structures. In listed companies, it can be more 

difficult to achieve such monitoring. The relatively low risk 

can partly be explained by the private equity manager often 

being able to obtain, upon an acquisition, almost full 

insight into unlisted companies while investors in listed 

companies are subjected to various information and insid-

er regulations that render an investment decision more 

difficult.
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Return from private equity 
In view of that statistics for the return on private equity 

funds are based on voluntary reporting, they are not fully 

comprehensive. However, a gradual improvement in the 

reliability of statistics is taking place in tandem with the 

asset class becoming more mature. The measurement of 

return most frequently used is the annual net return meas-

ured as Net IRR (Net Internal Rate of Return). Net IRR is 

calculated when all investments in a fund have been real-

ised, deductions made for remuneration to the manager 

and other management costs, as well as the capital having 

been re-paid to the investor. 

The annual average return from investments in private 

equity funds and listed private equity managers has for a 

long time and for the most part exceeded the stock mar-

kets. Investments made in Nordic buyout funds during the 

period 30 June 1996 to 30 June 2006 had an annual aver-

age return of 21.2 percent for the same period.1) Although 

this is not fully comparable, it should be mentioned that an 

investment in the companies included in the SIXRX index 

(the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s companies including 

dividends) had a return of 12.8 percent during the same 

period.2)

Historic data shows that listed private equity managers 

oriented towards buyouts have developed well. During the 

ten-year period from 23 November 1996 to 24 November 

2006, the annual average growth of LPX Buyout (index 

that represents the globally most traded listed private 

equity managers with buyout-orientation) amounted to 12 

percent, which is twice as high as the MSCI World Index 

with annual growth of 6 percent. The index only measures 

price trends of those companies included and does not take 

dividends into consideration. 

When comparing the development of buyout funds in 

different regions, one can see that the average return has 

been higher in Sweden and the Nordic region than in the 

rest of Europe. The annual average return, measured from 

the start up to 30 June 2006, amounted for the Nordic 

buyout funds to 18.4 percent. The Swedish buyout funds 

performed distinctly better with an annual average return 

of 24.6 percent. The return of the European buyout funds 

was only 14.2 percent.

It should be mentioned that considerable variation pre-

vails in the return between different fund categories and 

between different funds within one particular category. 

The return for buyout funds for example has been distinct-

ly higher than the return for venture capital funds. Within 

the Swedish buyout funds category, the fund with the high-

est return had an Net IRR of 107.3 percent and the lowest 

return minus 18.3 percent.3) 

Market

1) Thomson Financial
2) SIX
3) Thomson Financial
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Private equity investments and the 
“J-curve effect”  
During the initial two to three years, a private equity fund 

usually shows low or negative return. Significant value-

growth in the fund is generally realised during the fund’s 

latter years in tandem with the manager’s contributions to 

the portfolio companies having an impact. This time pro-

file for a fund’s return is normally called the “J-curve”.

The first years’ negative return on investments in pri-

vate equity funds is a consequence of several factors. The 

primary factors are related to costs for the establishment 

and operation of a fund as well as investments often being 

recorded at acquisition value. In addition, portfolio com-

panies that do not develop as planned are often identified 

relatively early in the investment process and are subse-

quently written down.  

As and when the portfolio companies develop positive-

ly, an unrealised increase in value is obtained. During the 

final years of the fund’s activity period, these higher values 

are confirmed through partial or total sales of the portfolio 

companies, which in turn results in payments to the inves-

tors.1)
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Alternative ways of investing in 
private equity
The four principal alternatives that an 

investor may choose between to invest 

capital in private equity are:

❖  Direct investment in unlisted compa-

nies

❖  Investment in private equity funds 

where the choice of unlisted compa-

nies is made by a fund management 

company

❖  Investment in a listed private equity 

fund where the choice of unlisted com-

panies and possible external funds are 

made by the fund management com-

pany

❖  Investment in a fund-of-funds where 

the choice of private equity funds is 

made by a professional fund manager. 
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Direct investments in private equity funds have most often 

been made with the principal investment alternatives. 

Investors in the funds commit to invest a certain total 

amount and to then contribute capital in tandem with the 

fund manager making portfolio investments. In this way, 

there exists capital that is earmarked for investments but 

not yet invested, and capital that has been invested. 

The most significant differences between investing in a 

private equity fund and a listed private equity fund are, 

apart from accessibility, that an investment in a listed com-

pany implies higher liquidity and greater transparency as 

well as exposure to the market risk associated with a listed 

share.

By investing in a fund-of-funds, the responsibility to 

evaluate, choose and allocate capital to the various funds is 

placed with a professional manager. Because fund-of-

funds managers often have established relations with the 

leading private equity funds as well as having a large 

amount of capital at their disposal from several investors, 

a fund-of-funds solution can be an effective way for inves-

tors to gain access to private equity funds with a high mini-

mum level of invested amount or to fund managers whose 

funds are often over-subscribed.

In addition to the four principal alternatives, there are a 

number of financial products related to private equity, 

such as share-index bonds linked to listed private equity 

funds, as well as certificates and bonds linked to fund-of-

funds solutions.

In order to be offered the opportunity to invest in pri-

vate equity, one has historically been required to have 

access to considerable capital, sector-specific knowledge 

and an adequate network. The investor should further-

more be able to manage without the respective capital dur-

ing a relatively long period of time. Investments in private 

equity have therefore usually been made by institutional 

investors such as banks, pension funds, insurance compa-

nies, major asset managers and wealthy private persons.  

Trends and driving forces in the private 
equity market
One of the more distinct trends in the private equity mar-

ket is that the proportion and volume of capital allocated to 

the sector is increasing. In addition, two manifest trends 

can be observed that are mainly linked to the rising volume 

of invested capital.

Greater allocation to private equity
Investments in private equity are increasing, primarily 

driven by:

❖  Greater acceptance of private equity as an asset class

❖  Anticipated continued good value-growth

❖  Good general economic climate 

❖  Good trends and climate for divestment of portfolio 

companies depending on industrial growth

❖  Greater accessibility and alternatives to invest in 

private equity. 

Market
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Greater competition regarding investment objects 
and rise in number of private equity related company 
transactions 
Intensified competition regarding companies to invest in, 

as well as a rise in the number of company transactions, 

which are primarily driven by:

❖  Greater number of private equity funds

❖  Increase in allocation to private equity

❖  Improved access to loan financing

❖  Low interest levels. 

Increase in allocation to fund-of-funds products
The Nordic institutions’ allocation of capital to private equi-

ty-based fund-of-funds products is expected to double in the 

future from 14 percent to 28 percent1) of the institutions’ 

total new investments, which is primarily driven by:

❖  Greater offer of private equity related products

❖  Insufficient requisite competence among investors to 

be successful in direct investments in private equity2)

❖  Greater offer of different funds, which places higher 

demands on selection expertise.
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Business activity

The Company in brief
NAXS will be active as a fund-of-funds with investments in 

Nordic buyout funds. The objective is to make the Nordic 

private equity market accessible for a broader public while 

offering liquidity through the Company’s market-intro-

duced shares. The balanced investment strategy is oriented 

towards a selective but diversified fund portfolio in order 

to obtain a high return and low risk in relation to the asset 

class. The Company has a wholly owned subsidiary, NAXS 

Nordic Access Buyout AS, which functions as holding com-

pany for the fund investments. NAXS Nordic Access Advi-

sors AB has been contracted as advisor in investment and 

fund management activities.

Business concept
NAXS shall enable a good return and long-term capital 

growth through investments in first-class Nordic private 

equity funds oriented towards the buyout segment.

Role of the Company
NAXS has been established to make the Nordic private 

equity market accessible for a broader public. The objec-

tive is to offer exposure towards an alternative and other-

wise difficult-to-approach asset class as well as liquidity 

through the Company’s market-introduced shares.

Goal
NAXS overall goal is to provide its shareholders with a 

good return and long-term capital growth. Historically, 

and seen over a relatively long period of time, Nordic buy-

out funds have performed on average better than their 

equivalents in the United States and the rest of Europe, as 

well as the broad share indexes in the United States and 

Europe.

Investment strategy
NAXS’ strategy to realise the potential in private equity as 

an asset class is to create a fund portfolio that is (i) concen-

trated regarding geographical area, fund orientation and 

fund managers, and (ii) diversified regarding the underly-

ing funds’ size and “vintage”. The strategy reduces the neg-

ative exposure that each of these risk dimensions may give 

rise to, simultaneously as a certain excess return in one of 

the funds is allowed to influence the return.

The strategy is based on a disciplined and selective 

method when identifying private equity funds for the port-

folio, with a constant balance of demands for a focused and 

simultaneously diversified portfolio. A portfolio composed 

of investments in or commitments to about 7–10 different 

fund managers’ underlying funds of various vintages, are 

normally considered to create such balance.

The investment strategy for NAXS embraces both the 

investment commitments to private equity funds through 

their primary fund raisings and investments in already 

existing funds through the opportunistic acquisition of 

fund interests on the second-hand market. 
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Business activity

Investment criteria
The table below sets out the overall investment criteria for the NAXS’ investment activities and the advice provided by the 

Investment Advisor:

Type of fund  Private equity funds with buyout orientation that are managed by established and recognised 

managers.

  A small part of the Company’s assets may however be invested in newly established fund and 

management constellations with buyout orientation.

Geographic focus  Funds, which have, the Nordic region (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) or at least one of 

the Nordic countries as their investment focus, or have a management group dedicated to the 

Nordic region.

Investment size  Typically SEK 50–300 million depending on each respective fund’s size, the Company’s available 

means for investments, and the number of fund holdings in the portfolio.

Number of fund investments1) Commitments made to 7–10 different fund managers’ funds, and over time of different vintages.

Instruments Interests in private equity funds, e.g. shares or contract-based partnership interests.

  The Company’s assets shall not however be invested in pure debt instruments or various interme-

diate forms such as convertible debentures and mezzanine instruments.

Other restrictions1)  Commitments and/or investments may not be made so that exposure towards the Group’s Net 

Asset Value (NAV) at the time of the investment exceeds:

 ❖ 130 percent2) for commitments towards and/or investments in underlying funds

 ❖ 40 percent to funds with the same manager

 ❖  20 percent for the aggregate of all co-investments and 5 percent for each single co-

investment

  The term Net Asset Value (NAV) means (i) the aggregate value of all investments and co-invest-

ments of the NAXS group, plus (ii) cash or cash equivalents of the NAXS group, and less (iii) all 

liabilities of the NAXS group where (i) pertain to asset values according to the most recent quar-

terly or semi-annual reports provided by the relevant private equity funds (most often as net asset 

values or fair values in accordance with the International Private Equity and Venture Capital Valu-

ation Guidelines) in which investments and co-investment have been made or, where no such 

value is reported, the booked value in accordance with the latest consolidated financial statement 

of the NAXS group, and where (ii) and (iii) pertain to reported amounts in the most recent consoli-

dated financial statement of NAXS group.

1) Applies to the Company’s target portfolio in the long-term.

2)  The purpose is that the return shall improve through that a relatively larger share of NAXS’ managed capital could be invested from time to time as the underlying private 

equity funds seldom utilises 100 percent of the commitment. However, commitments may at no point be made with an amount in excess of investable funds readily available 

within the NAXS group if such amount is not covered through a bank guarantee.

Investment activities and management
The Company’s activities embrace (i) the handling of fund investments in accordance with the investment criteria (see 

“Investment Process” below), and (ii) liquidity management. The investment advisor NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB (the 

“Investment Advisor”) has been contracted for the former while the latter is handled by the Company internally.
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Business activity

Investment process

Liquidation/
divestment

• Liquidation 
   of the fund

• Evaluate with-
   drawal possi-
   bilities on the 
   secondary 
   market

Monitoring and 
follow-up

• Regular 
    contacts with 
    the fund 
    managers

• Follow-up/
    analysis of 
    developments

• Action upon 
   deviation from 
   plan

Approval

• Proposal from 
    the Investment
 Advisor

• Decision of 
    the board of 
    directors of 
    Holding 
 Company

• The board of 
    directors of the
    Parent Company
 resolves on 
    the financing 

Investment
assessment

• Due diligence

• Deal flow/
 track record

• Strategy

• Incentive

• Investment 
    conditions

Sourcing
och access

• Market/sector 
    analysis

• Network

• Personal 
    relations

• Established 
    funds and 
    “breakaway 
    team”

Investment Process

Sourcing and access

NAXS’ concept is based on the idea of providing access to 

private equity funds as an alternative and otherwise diffi-

cult-to-approach asset class. Through the board of direc-

tors and the Investment Advisor’s principals, the Company 

has established relations to several important Nordic fund 

managers. Furthermore, the Investment Advisor will mon-

itor the forward growth of new fund and management con-

stellations as well as a “breakaway team”. The Investment 

Advisor’s flow of investment opportunities will arise 

through personal contacts, internal and external market 

and industry analysis, as well as exclusive offers.

Investment assessment

Each investment is preceded by the Investment Advisor 

making an assessment based on an extensive due diligence 

process with personal meetings with the senior executives 

of the private equity fund’s manager in question, an assess-

ment of the fund manager’s function, composing the group 

dynamics, evaluation of the fund manager’s own capital 

contribution and incentive structure, evaluation of the 

fund manager’s strategy, review of the fund manager’s 

decision-making process and observation of investment 

criteria, quantitative and qualitative analysis of the fund 

manager’s previous track record, control of the fund man-

ager’s reporting procedures, evaluation of the fund’s 

investment conditions including comparative analysis 

with competing fund managers’ funds, exhaustive control 

of references, as well as legal review of any potential con-

flicts of interest and previous legal disputes.

Approval

Further to the proposal prepared by the Investment Advi-

sor, the board of directors of the Holding Company shall 

resolve whether to invest or divest in accordance with 

NAXS’ strategy and investment criteria, which have been 

established by the board of directors of the Parent Compa-

ny. The board of directors of the Parent Company shall also 

adopt the financing and capital contribution, and each 

investment decision in the Holding Company, where the 

investable funds available in the Holding Company are not 

enough, shall be conditioned by the Parent Company’s 

capital contribution.

Monitoring and follow-up

When a fund investment has been made, the Investment 

Advisor will monitor such investment during the entire 

holding period. Monitoring shall include regular contacts 

and meetings with representatives of each respective fund 

manager, review and developments of each respective pri-

vate equity fund, and comparison with the funds’ original 

strategy and investment criteria, as well as attending inves-

tor meetings. Continuous monitoring will enable a good 

understanding of the holding in the fund portfolio, their 

respective fund managers and the prerequisites for each 

respective private equity fund’s underlying portfolio 

investments.

Winding up or divestment

NAXS’ fund holding shall be realised either through an 

underlying private equity fund being wound up or through 

the Holding Company (or any other company within the 
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group), on the advice of the Investment Advisor, succeed-

ing in selling one of the Company’s fund interests (includ-

ing remaining commitments) on a secondary market. In 

view of that the secondary market for holdings of interests 

and commitments in private equity funds is currently rela-

tively undeveloped, NAXS deems that most of the fund 

investments will be held during each respective private 

equity fund’s entire lifetime, i.e. until they are wound up by 

the fund manager. A private equity fund is often structured 

in form of a limited partnership (Sw: kommanditbolag). 

Winding up is then carried out through the surplus, for 

example from a sale, being divided among the general 

partner (the fund manager) and the partners of the limited 

partnership (the investors) whereupon the general part-

nership is dissolved. A private equity fund shall often exist 

for 10–12 years, which implies that the portfolio’s last 

holding shall be exited within this timeframe. When a fund 

is dissolved and the surplus is distributed, the Investment 

Advisor will monitor NAXS’ interest and right to a part of 

the surplus. The Investment Advisor will also evaluate the 

divestment possibilities on a secondary market if and when 

such is offered. In certain cases, the Investment Advisor 

may actively look for such divestment alternatives.

Financing policy
NAXS’ policy is that only capital that can be used within 

the immediate future in its investment activities shall be 

held by the Company in order to optimise the return for 

shareholders. The Company’s capital strategy is therefore 

oriented towards adapting the equity capital over time to 

the investment activities through new issues and value dis-

tributions (see also under “Dividend policy” on page 46).

NAXS’ fund investments shall furthermore be princi-

pally financed through equity. Loan financing may only 

arise to bridge a temporary liquidity requirement due to (i) 

an impending capital contribution to an underlying private 

equity fund or (ii) an impending possibility to acquire fund 

interests on the second-hand market, either until capital 

has been freed from existing fund investments or until fur-

ther owner capital has been raised through a new issue of 

shares in the Company.

Liquidity management
Up until the moment the Company’s cash assets are placed 

in a fund investment or distributed to the shareholders, 

the cash management shall be handled internally through 

placing the surplus in secure short-term interest-bearing 

instruments denominated in Swedish kronor or euros. 

Alternatively, such cash shall be held available in the Com-

pany’s bank accounts. The objective of liquidity manage-

ment is to primarily preserve the value of the capital with-

out an active risk of a speculative nature.

Legal structure
The chart below sets out the structure of companies, own-

ership and contracted relationship of the Company, its 

subsidiary and the Investment Advisor.

Business activity

Legal Structure

NAXS Nordic
Access Buyout Fund AB (publ)

(“Company”)

NAXS Nordic
Access Buyout AS

(“Holding Company”)

NAXS Nordic Access
Advisors AB

(“Investment Advisor”)

LP 1 LP 2 LP 3

New shareholders

Advisory Agreement
Fund interests

100%
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NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) (the “Com-

pany”) owns 100 percent of NAXS Nordic Access Buyout 

AS (the “Holding Company”) which is a company through 

which the fund investments will primarily be made. The 

Holding Company will consequently be a minority owner 

(often limited partnership partners) in several private 

equity funds (the various limited partnerships (Sw: kom-

manditbolag) that will be established within the frame-

work of each respective private equity fund). The Company 

may for legal, practical or other reasons also establish 

other wholly owned holding companies in addition to the 

Holding Company in order to enable and manage invest-

ments in certain private equity funds. Investments may 

also be made directly in private equity funds without any 

intermediary holding company.

Prior to the Offering, the Company is owned 100 per-

cent by NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB (the “Investment 

Advisor”). The Investment Advisor’s shares in the Compa-

ny will however be redeemed in conjunction with the Offer-

ing. The Investment Advisor is owned by Thomas Åkerman 

(50 percent) and Amaury de Poret (50 percent). The 

Investment Advisor has entered into an exclusive advisory 

agreement (the “Advisory Agreement”) with the Holding 

Company through which the Investment Advisor shall be 

responsible for carrying out the Company’s investment 

activities in accordance with the Company’s investment 

policy (see also under “Agreements” on page  47).

Co-investments
The company may co-invest directly in portfolio compa-

nies embraced by the private equity funds via which the 

Company otherwise invests. A prerequisite for this is that a 

suitable arrangement be offered with a detailed analysis 

and plan for the investment, as well as a due diligence proc-

ess and underlying contractual documentation. The co-

investment shall thereafter be evaluated and approved in 

accordance with the Company’s normal investment and 

decision-taking procedures.

Business activity
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Board of directors, senior executives, auditors
and the Investment Advisor’s principals

Board of directors
The Company’s board of directors consists of the three members, in addition to the Chairman, as set out below:

     No. of shares
     intended to be
     subscribed for at
   Board  the share price
  Name Year of birth Nationality member since Position in the Offering

  Björn C Andersson 1946 Swedish 2007 Chairman 2,000

  Robin Ahlström 1946 Finnish 2007 Member 7,500

  Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg 1947 Swedish 2007 Member 25,000

  Clas Romander 1955 Swedish 2007 Member 6,000

  

Björn C Andersson 

(Stockholm, b. 1946)

Björn C Andersson is Chairman 

of the board of NAXS Nordic  

Access Buyout Fund (publ) since 

2007. Björn C Andersson is cur-

rently active as board member 

of Handels banken  Livförsäkring 

AB (chairman), SPP Livför-

säkring AB and SPP Fondförsäkring AB (chairman), Han-

delsbanken Life & Pension Ltd, Dublin (chairman), Nord-

ben Life & Pension Ltd, Guernsey (chairman) and Nordiska 

Kapital Svenska AB. Björn C Andersson is also member of 

the Review Committee of Nordic Capital and nomination 

committees of Atlas Copco AB and Studsvik AB. During 

the most recent five years Björn C Andersson has also been 

board member of Anticimex Europe AB, Handelsbanken 

Fonder AB (chairman) and Handelsbanken Luxembourg 

SA (chairman). He was also previously board member of 

Atle Investment AB, Skandia Investment Fund II, Stock-

holms Fondbörs AB and VPC AB. Björn C Andersson has 

furthermore been employed as Executive Vice President of 

Svenska Handelsbanken 1989–2006. He is a graduate in 

business administration and holds a M.Sc. from Carnegie -

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA as well as a licentiate 

degree from the Stockholm School of Economics. Björn C 

Andersson is a Swedish citizen.

Robin Ahlström 

(Helsinki, b. 1946)

Robin Ahlström is board mem-

ber of NAXS Nordic Access Buy-

out AB (publ) and NAXS Nordic 

Access Buyout AS since 2007. 

Robin Ahlström is currently 

active as board member of Ahl-

strom Oy and has more than 30 

years’ experience of the finance sector. He has most recently 

been president of Alfred Berg/ABN AMRO in Sweden, Fin-

land, Denmark and Norway. He also spent a period of 10 

years with Goldman Sachs in London where he was man-

ager of the bank’s investment operations in the Nordic 

Region, as well as American Scandinavian Bank, New York 

and Scandinavian Bank in Milan, where he held the posi-

tion as CEO. Furthermore, Robin Ahlström is an Industrial 

Advisor for Altor Equity Partners. He holds a diploma in 

economics from the Swedish School of Economics and 

Business Administration in Helsinki, Finland, as well as an 

M.Sc. in economics from Stanford Business School, Stan-

ford, USA. Robin Ahlström is a Finnish citizen.
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Board of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors

Birgitta Johansson-

Hedberg (Lidingö, b. 1947)

Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg is 

board member of NAXS Nordic 

Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) 

since 2007. Birgitta Johansson-

Hedberg has considerable expe-

rience in executive positions in 

Nordic companies and the Nor-

dic finance sector. She has most recently been president 

and CEO of Svenska Lantmännen AB. Prior to the position 

at Lantmännen, Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg was president 

and CEO of Swedbank AB (publ) (formerly Förenings-

Sparbanken AB). Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg is currently 

active as board member of Umeå University (chairperson), 

Vinnova (chairperson), Fortum Abp, Sveaskog AB (publ), 

the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority and Mistra. 

During the most recent five years Birgitta Johansson-

Hedberg has also been board member of Lindex AB (publ) 

(chairperson), Skandia AB (publ), Södra Skogsägarna and 

Trygg-Hansa AB. Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg holds a B.A. 

and is a registered psychologist from Lund University. 

Birgitta Johansson-Hedberg is a Swedish citizen.

Clas Romander 

(Stockholm, b. 1955)

Clas Romander is board mem-

ber of NAXS Nordic Access Buy-

out Fund AB (publ) since 2007. 

Clas Romander is a practising 

lawyer and partner of Delphi & 

Co. He is also board member of 

GIMAB Global MedITech 

Investment AB, Nordic Growth Market AB, Nordic Growth 

Market Holding AB (publ), Stiftelsen Stockholms Borger-

skaps Enke- och Gubbhus (chairman), Stohk Advokat AB 

and Föreningen Carlssons skola, as well as deputy auditor 

of Sveriges Advokaters Service AB. During the most recent 

five years Clas Romander has also been board member of 

Adera  Venture Zone AB (publ), AmNet TV AB, Embracing 

Sound Experience AB, IDTech Sweden AB, Venture Zone 

Sverige AB and partner of White & Case LLP, New York. 

He is also member of the Swedish Bar Association 

(Sveriges Advokatsamfund), the American Bar Associa-

tion, the International Bar Association and the ICC Com-

mission on Insurance and Financial Services, Paris. In 

addition, he is a member of the Swedish ICC’s reference 

group for Finance & Insurance. Clas Romander holds an 

LL.B from Stockholm University, and is a Swedish citizen.

According to the Swedish Companies Act (Sw: Aktie-

bolagslagen), board members elected at an annual general 

meeting of shareholders may only be removed from office 

and vacancies filled further to a resolution adopted by a 

shareholders’ meeting. None of the aforementioned board 

members have been elected for a limited period of time. 

According to general provisions of Swedish law, the man-

date period of a board member expires at the end of the 

annual general meeting of shareholders held during the 

year following the point in time that the respective board 

member was elected.
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Board of directors of the Holding Company

     No. of shares
     intended to be
     subscribed for at
   Board  the share price
  Name Year of birth Nationality member since Position in the Offering

  Grace Reksten Skaugen 1953 Norwegian 2007 Chairperson 7,500

  Robin Ahlström 1946 Finnish 2007 Member 7,500

  Jeff Bork 1955 Swedish 2007 Member 25,000 

Grace Reksten Skaugen 

(Oslo, b. 1953)

Grace Reksten Skaugen is Chair-

person of the board of NAXS 

Nordic Access Buyout AS since 

2007. Grace Reksten Skaugen is 

also board member of Investor 

AB (publ), Entra Eiendom AS 

(chairperson), Opera Software 

ASA (deputy chairperson), Atlas Copco AB (publ), Statoil 

ASA and Infovidi  AS (chairperson). Previous positions 

during the most recent five years include board member of 

Storebrand ASA, Tandberg ASA and Berg-Hansen Holding 

AS, and she has also worked for Argentum Fondinvesterin-

gar AS (consultant), Orkla Enskilda Securities, Oslo (Direc-

tor Corporate Finance), AS Aircontractgruppen, Oslo 

 (Special Project Advisor), and Fearnley Finance Ltd., 

 London (Venture Capital Consultant). Grace Reksten 

Skaugen holds an M.B.A. from the BI Norwegian School of 

Management, Careers in Business Program, New York 

University as well as a Ph.D., Laser Physics, Imperial 

 College of  Science and Technology, London University. 

Grace Reksten Skaugen is a Norwegian citizen.

Robin Ahlström (Helsinki, b. 1946)

See under “Board of directors” above.

Jeff Bork (Djursholm, b. 1955)

See under “Senior executives” below.

Board of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors
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Board of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors

Senior executives
The Company’s management team consists of Jeff Bork (CEO) and Gösta Lundgren (CFO). Jeff Bork is employed by the 

Company1) while Gösta Lundgren is engaged as a consultant.

    No. of shares
    intended to be
    subscribed for at
    the share price
  Name Year of birth Nationality Position in the Offering

  Jeff Bork 1955 Swedish Chief Executive Officer 1)                                                                                  25,000

  Gösta Lundgren 1955 Swedish Chief Financial Officer 1)                                                                                    12,500

Jeff Bork (Djursholm, b. 1955)

Jeff Bork is Chief Excutive Offic-

er of NAXS Nordic Access Buy-

out Fund AB (publ) and board 

member of NAXS Nordic Access 

Buyout AS since 2007. Jeff Bork 

has extensive experience from 

serving in various executive 

positions in listed and unlisted 

companies, most recently serving as president and CEO of 

Biotage AB (publ). Jeff Bork is also board member of 

Biotage AB (publ), CMA Microdialysis AB and Toul Medi-

cal AB. Jeff Bork has previously been president and CEO of 

Allgon AB and Dynal Biotech Group, Oslo, and has had 

various executive positions at Perstorp AB and Pharmacia 

Biotech AB. During the most recent five years Jeff Bork has 

been board member of Biosoft AB, Boule Diagnostics 

International AB and Gul & Blå AB, as well as several com-

panies within the Allgon Group and the Biotage Group. 

Jeff Bork holds an M.Sc. in chemical engineering from the 

Royal  Institute of Technology as well as a Ph.D., Biochem-

istry from Stockholm University and a M.B.A. from IMD 

(IMI), Geneva. Jeff is a Swedish citizen.

Gösta Lundgren 

(Stockholm, b. 1955)

Gösta Lundgren is Chief Finan-

cial Officer of NAXS Nordic 

Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) 

since 2007. Gösta Lundgren has 

been active since 1993 as con-

sultant via his own companies 

with an emphasis on consolidat-

ed reporting of principally listed companies, with most 

recently Varyag Resources AB (publ). Gösta Lundgren has 

previously been CFO of Korbe Fastigheter KB, Max 

 Matthiessen AB and auditor with Osborne Johnson Revi-

sionsbyrå AB. Gösta Lundgren is also board member and 

shareholder of Skönheten Sverige KB, Sound of Music i 

Sverige KB, Mineralvatten projekt i Åstorp AB as well as 

his own companies Icr Capital KB, Icr Investments AB, Icr 

Services AB, Icr Services KB and KVM Assets AB. During 

the most recent five years Gösta Lundgren has been board 

member of Tema Utveckling Norden AB. He is a graduate 

in business administration and holds an LL.B from Upp-

sala University. Gösta Lundgren is a Swedish citizen.

The Investment Advisor’s principals
Thomas Åkerman 

(Stockholm, b. 1955)

Thomas Åkerman, who is co-

founder of NAXS Nordic Access 

Buyout Fund AB (publ) and co-

owner of NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB (50 percent), has 

fifteen years’ experience in man-

agement consulting, investment 

banking and private equity. Thomas Åkerman has previ-

ously been managing director of AB Novestra, a venture 

capital fund listed on the Nordic Exchange (Small Cap), 

and before that Head of Corporate Finance, Sweden at 

Alfred Berg ABN Amro and Head of Merger & Acquisitions, 

Sweden at Enskilda  Securities. During the most recent five 

years, Thomas Åkerman has been a board member of 

Evestra  Intressenter AB, Evestera Venture Management 

AB and Multilet Communications AB. Thomas Åkerman 

has extensive experience in advising and negotiating with 

most of the leading private equity funds in the Nordic 

region. He holds a B.Sc.  (economics and mathematics) 

from Stockholm University and Lund University respec-

tively.  Thomas Åkerman is a Swedish citizen.

1) Jeff Bork is the only person employed by the Company.

  1)  Engaged on part time.
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Board of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors

Amaury de Poret 

(Stockholm, b. 1971)

Amaury de Poret, who is co-

founder of NAXS Nordic Access 

Buyout Fund AB (publ) and co-

owner of NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB (50 percent), has 

more than seven years’ experi-

ence in private equity, both 

through providing legal advice and holding leading posi-

tions. Amaury de Poret worked previously as Associate in 

the Private Equity and Mergers & Acquisitions depart-

ments of several leading law firms (most recently at White 

& Case LLP’s offices in Stockholm), and was a member of 

the management group for a private equity fund controlled 

from Washington DC, USA and São Paulo,  Brazil. Amaury 

de Poret holds an LL.B from Fribourg  University, Switzer-

land, and is a Swiss citizen.

Per Rinder 

(Sundbyberg, b. 1948)

Per Rinder is Chairman of the 

board of NAXS Nordic Access 

Advisors AB. Per Rinder has 

considerable experience in pri-

vate equity investments as an 

asset class as well as good insight 

into the sector. Per Rinder has 

been working for the Sixth AP Fund since 2002 and he is 

currently head of the AP Fund Investments business area. 

He is furthermore board member of Accent Equity Part-

ners AB, Fyrfond AB, Gar Förvaltnings AB, and NE Advi-

sory AB. During the most recent five years Per Rinder has 

been a board member of AP Fordoninvest AB (chairman), 

Dagerforsens Kraft AB (chairman), Engelsberg Industri-

utveckling AB, Fortum Älvkraft i Värmland AB (chairman), 

Foursma Holding AB, Fryksdalens Kraft AB (chairman), 

Fylkinvest AB, Götaverken Miljö AB, Klarälvens Kraft AB 

(chairman), MECA Invest AB, and Älvkraft i Värmland 

Intressenter AB (chairman). Per Rinder is Reporting Clerk 

to the Court of Appeal and holds an LL.B from Stockholm 

University. He is a Swedish citizen.

Remuneration to the board of directors 
and senior executives
At the Company’s extraordinary general meeting of share-

holders held on the 12 March 2007, it was resolved that a 

fixed remuneration of SEK 675,000 has been granted to the 

members of the board, of which SEK 225,000 is allocated to 

the Chairman of the board of directors and SEK 150,000 to 

each respective board member. 

None of the board members has entered into an agree-

ment with the Company or its subsidiary regarding bene-

fits after their mandate or employment shall have been 

terminated.

The Company’s CEO, Jeff Bork, has a fixed salary of SEK 

41,667 per month. In addition, the CEO is entitled to a vari-

able remuneration corresponding to one (1) per mille of the 

return on investments performed by the Company with pro-

ceeds from the Company’s two initial capital raisings. The 

variable remuneration shall be calculated using to the same 

principles as the remuneration to the Investment Advisor 

according to the Advisory Agreement. The variable remu-

neration should not at any specific year exceed 50 percent of 

the CEO’s fixed salary. Provided that the CEO has been 

employed for at least three years with effect from the 14 

March 2007, which was the time when the employment 

agreement was entered into, the CEO is entitled the variable 

remuneration according to the above irrespective of the 

CEO:s employment agreement terminates. The variable 

remuneration shall under such circumstances be paid out 

during a maximum period of 8 years after the employment 

agreement of the CEO is terminated. Apart from what is 

stated above, the CEO has no right to any retirement com-

pensation or any other material compensation from the 

Company. According to the CEO’s employment agreement 

the CEO has a 6 month period of notice prior to termina-

tion.

Code of corporate governance
In view of that First North is a so-called alternative market 

place, companies that trade there do not need to follow all 

rules applicable to companies listed on a stock exchange or 

authorised marketplace. Among other things, First North 

is not subjected to the Swedish Code for Corporate 

Governance (the “Code”) that is included in the rules of the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange. NAXS is therefore not obliged 

to follow the Code, either before or after the Offering, nor 

on the first day of trading on First North.

Rules of procedure of 
the board of directors
The board of directors is responsible for the Company’s 

organisation and the administration of the Company’s and 

the group’s business with respect to the law and the articles 

of association as well as rules for companies admitted to 

trading on First North. In addition to the articles of associa-

tion and the instructions to the Chief Executive Officer, the 

board of directors also establishes the financing policy and 

the information policy. The board of directors shall hold at 

least 5 ordinary meetings per financial year.
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According to the rules of procedure, the board of direc-

tors shall also, as part of its ongoing tasks, evaluate the 

work of the CEO and in certain cases approve any signi-

ficant assignments that the CEO may have outside the 

Company.

The rules of procedure of the board of directors also 

contains an instruction with regulations concerning how 

the financial reporting to the board of directors shall be 

carried out.

Nomination committee
The tasks of the nomination committee include providing 

a proposal for election of the Chairman of the board and 

other members of the board of the Company, board fees, 

Chairman of the annual general meeting, and in appropri-

ate cases, election and fees for the auditors and the princi-

ples for the composition of the nomination committees. At 

the extraordinary general meeting on 12 March 2007, it 

was decided to adopt principles for the composition of 

nomination committee which, in brief, means that the 

Chairman of the board of directors prior to the annual gen-

eral meeting in 2008 according to which the composition 

of the nomination committee shall convene a nomination 

committee that to the greatest possible extent reflects the 

composition of the Company’s shareholders.

The nomination committee shall be formed as soon as 

possible after the close of the third quarter 2007 and be 

based on the known shareholdings in the Company as of 

30 September in the actual fiscal year. The nomination 

committee shall comprise one representative from each of 

the four largest shareholders.

Audit committee 
The board of directors does not consider it necessary to 

establish an audit committee since the size of the board 

and the nature of the accounting and audit issues means 

that the work can be handled directly by the board. 

Remuneration committee  
The board of directors does not consider it necessary to 

establish a remuneration committee since the size of the 

board and the limited number of employees in the group 

means that the remuneration matters should be handled 

by a full board. 

Instructions to the CEO
The CEO shall have the overall responsibility for that the 

Company be operated and managed in accordance with 

the principles established by the board of directors and in 

accordance with the law, the articles of association and 

rules applicable to companies listed on First North. The 

CEO shall monitor the Company’s ongoing administration 

and ensure that the board of directors receives, both con-

tinuously and prior to each board meeting, reports con-

cerning the development of NAXS’ activities including the 

group’s results, financial position and liquidity, as well as 

information about any important events such as signifi-

cant disputes, termination by the Company of important 

contracts or agreements, the cessation of payments or oth-

er insolvency situations of major clients, as well as to report 

directly to the Chairman of the board of directors if such be 

required between ordinary board meetings. Reporting 

shall be of such a nature and quality that the board of direc-

tors will be able to make a well-founded assessment.

Office addresses
The office address for all board members and the CEO as 

well as the Investment Advisor is Birger Jarlsgatan 2 5tr, 

114 34 Stockholm, Sweden.

Auditors
Ernst & Young

Principal auditor

Björn Fernström (Täby, b. 1950)

Ernst & Young AB

Jakobsbergsgatan 24

103 99 Stockholm

Authorised Public Accountant and member of the Institute 

for the Accounting Profession in Sweden (FAR).

Previous auditors
Åke Jansson (b. 1948), BDO Feinstein Revision AB, was the 

Company’s auditor as of the date of the formal registration 

of the Company up to 22 February 2007. In conjunction 

with the Company being acquired by the Investment Advi-

sor and the amendments to the Articles of Association as a 

consequence of such acquisition, Åke Jansson was replaced 

by the Company’s current auditor, Björn Fernström, Ernst 

& Young AB, who has documented experience of public 

companies with similar business orientations. Björn Fern-

ström was elected at an extraordinary general meeting of 

shareholders of the Company held on 22 February 2007.

Board of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors
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Other information concerning the board 
of directors, senior executives and the 
auditors
No board mandate is limited in time other than that stipu-

lated by the Swedish Companies Act (Sw: Aktiebolags-

lagen 2005:551). No family links exist between board 

members, board members of the Holding Company, the 

Company’s senior executives or the Company’s auditors. 

None of the board members, board members in the Hold-

ing Company, the Company’s senior executives or the 

Company’s auditors have been condemned for any fraud-

related cases during the most recent five years. There is no 

information on these persons having been involved in 

bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation proceedings dur-

ing the most recent five years. Neither does there exist any 

accusation or sanction against any of these persons, and 

none of them have been forbidden by a court of law to 

become a member of a company’s administrative, manage-

ment or control body nor to hold leading or comprehensive 

positions within a company during the most recent five 

years. None of the aforementioned board members, board 

members in the Holding Company or the Company’s sen-

ior executives have any private interests that could be in 

conflict with those of the Company.

Bard of directors, senior executives, the Investment Advisor’s principals, and auditors
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Share capital and ownership structure

The share
The Company’s shares are regulated by the Swedish Com-

panies Act (Sw: Aktiebolagslagen 2005:551) and the 

rights of the shareholders may only be modified in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Act. At annual general 

meetings of shareholders, each share of NAXS shall give 

right to one vote. Shareholders have the right to vote for 

the full number of shares that he/she may hold without 

any limitation. 

Each share shall give the shareholders the same prefer-

ential right upon new issues of shares, warrants and con-

vertibles in relation to the number of shares they hold. 

Upon fund issues where new shares are distributed, the 

shareholders shall have the right to such in proportion to 

the number of shares they previously held. 

Each share shall give the same right to dividends (if and 

when such are declared) (see “Declaration and Payment of 

Dividends” below) and to the Company’s remaining net 

assets should the Company be liquidated.

The shares shall be registered with the share register 

kept by VPC. VPC is a computerised central securities 

depository and clearing organisation, authorised by the 

Swedish Financial Instruments Accounting Act (Sw: Lag 

(1998:1479) om kontoföring av finansiella instrument) 

and the Swedish Securities and Clearing Operations Act 

(Sw: Lag (1992:543) om börs- och clearingverksamhet). 

No share certificates shall be issued for shares adminis-

tered by VPC, and the ownership right to shares shall be 

secured only through registration with VPC. All shares 

shall be listed in Swedish kronor (SEK).

Share capital
Prior to the Offering, the Company’s share capital amounts 

to SEK 500,000 divided among 10,000,000 shares each 

with a quota value of SEK 0.05 per share. According to the 

Articles of Association, the Company’s share capital shall 

amount to no less than SEK 500,000 and no more than 

SEK 2,000,000 divided into no less than 10,000,000 

shares and no more than 40,000,000 shares. 

Decisions regarding new share issue and 
authorisation
The Offering is conditioned on an extraordinary general 

meeting resolving at the expiration of the subscription 

period to carry out a directed new share issue embracing a 

minimum of 10,000,000 shares and a maximum of 

25,000,000 shares, each with a quota value of SEK 0.05 

per share. The general public and institutional investors in 

Sweden and Norway as well as selected institutional inves-

tors outside of Sweden and Norway shall, with deviation 

from the existing shareholder’s preferential right, have the 

right to subscribe for the new shares. The board of direc-

tors and the senior executives of the NAXS group shall also 

have the right to subscribe for shares.

The Offering is also conditioned on an extraordinary gen-

eral meeting resolving to reduce the Company’s share capi-

tal by repayment of SEK 500,000 to the Company’s existing 

shareholder through a mandatory redemption of 

10,000,000 shares. On the assumption that the new share 

issue in the Offering is fully subscribed and following the 

redemption in connection with the Offering, the Company’s 

share capital will amount to SEK 1,250,000 divided among 

25,000,000 shares. 

On 14 February 2007, an extraordinary general meeting 

of shareholders of the Company resolved to authorise the 

board of directors to adopt, during the period of time up to 

the next annual general meeting of shareholders, a new 

share issue of a maximum of 15,000,000 shares either (i) 

through cash payment and with preferential right for the 

Company’s existing shareholders with the purpose of financ-

ing existing and new fund commitments, or (ii) through 

payment in kind with the purpose of acquiring fund invest-

ments on a secondary market. 

The table below sets out the changes that have taken 

place to the Company’s share capital since it was formed and 

through the completion of the Offering. In the table it is pre-

supposed that the Offering is fully subscribed:

   Change in Total
   share share Change Total Issue
  Quota value capital capital in number number price
Year Item (SEK) (SEK) (SEK) of shares of shares (SEK)

2006 Company registration 100.00 500,000 500,000 5,000 5,000 100.00

2007 Split 2000:1 0.05 – 500,000 9,500,000 10,000,000 –

2007 New issue and reduction  of the

 share capital as per the Offering 0.05 750,000 1,250,000 15,000,000 25,000,000 40.00
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Share capital and ownership structure

Ownership structure
For the time-being and prior to the Offering, the Company 

is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Investment Advisor. As 

a condition for and in conjunction with the new issue in the 

Offering, all the current shares of the Investment Advisor 

will be redeemed and share capital amounting to SEK 

500,000 will be repaid to the Investment Advisor. Thus, 

the offering will encompass all the shares of the Company. 

The Investment Advisor will thereby lose its status as Par-

ent Company. The principals of the Investment Advisor, 

Thomas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret, have undertaken 

to subscribe for at least 1 percent of the shares alloted 

through the Offering, directly or through companies.

 Holding before Holding after
   the Offering  the Offering1)

   Change in
   number of
  Proportion shares in  Proportion
 Number of votes and conjunktion with Number of votes and
Ägare of shares capital the Offering of shares capital

The principals of the Investment Advisor

  (directly or through companies) 10,000,000 100.00% –9,750,0002) 250,000 1.00%

New shareholders through the subscription 

  of shares – – 24,750,000 25,000,000 99.00%

Total 10,000,000 100.00% 15,000,000 25,000,000 100.00%

The Investment Advisor’s shareholding 
intentions 
The Investment Advisor intends to remain as shareholder 

of NAXS as long as the Advisory Agreement between the 

Holding Company and the Investment Advisor is in force.

Lock-up
Thomas Åkerman and Amaury de Poret have both through 

agreements undertaken not to divest, without written per-

mission from Öhman, any part of their shareholdings in 

the Company that arise from the participation in the Offer-

ing, for a period of at least 12 months as of the first day of 

trading in the Company’s shares on First North. 

Declaration and payment of dividends
Decisions regarding the payment of dividends may only be 

taken by an annual general meeting or an extraordinary 

general meeting of shareholders. A dividend may not 

exceed the amount that the board of directors may have 

proposed (with certain limited exceptions) and may only 

be paid with funds that according to law are available for 

such purpose. Dividends are normally paid in cash once 

per year via VPC, although non-cash payments may also be 

made.

Shareholders or trustees whose names on the record 

date are registered in the share register maintained by VPC 

shall have the right to dividends. The relevant record date 

shall be indicated in the shareholders’ meeting’s resolution 

regarding dividends, not unless the board of directors has 

been given a mandate to determine the record date. The 

record date may not under any circumstances be set later 

than the day preceding the next annual general meeting of 

shareholders.

Should a shareholder not be reached through VPC, the 

shareholder’s right to the dividend amount towards the 

Company shall remain and only be restricted by rules 

regarding statutory limitation. Upon expiry of the statuto-

ry limitation, the dividend in question shall return to the 

Company.

There are no restrictions or special procedures regard-

ing dividends to shareholders who are not domiciled in 

Sweden, and payment shall be made by VPC as per the 

same procedure as for shareholders domiciled in Sweden. 

In general, dividends to shareholders who are not subject 

to taxation in Sweden are debited with a coupon tax. Fur-

ther details are set out in the “Tax Considerations” section.

1) Presupposes that the Offering is fully subscribed

2)  Refers to the redemption of the Investment Advisor’s current shares in the Company with repayment of the nominal value (SEK 500,000). The principals of the Investment Advisor 

shall then subscribe for new shares in the Offering at the price of SEK 40.00 per share, it is here pre-supposed that the 1 percent of the total number of shares alloted in the Offering 

is subscribed for by the principals of the Investment Advisor.
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Share capital and ownership structure

Dividend policy
In view of that the Company will have an investment peri-

od of approximately 18 months, no dividend is anticipated 

for the financial year closing 31 December 2007.

The objective of the Company is otherwise that the 

transfer of value to the shareholders in the long-term shall 

be between 50 and 75 percent of the Group’s distributable 

profit after tax.1)

Trading in the Company’s share
The board of directors of NAXS has resolved to apply for 

the Company’s shares to be traded on First North. The first 

trading day is expected to be on or around 14 May 2007 

under the prerequisite that approval be obtained from the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange. It is proposed that one trading 

lot contain 100 shares.

As Certified Advisor, Öhman shall ensure that the Com-

pany observes the rules and regulations of First North. 

Öhman will also be market maker for the Company’s shares 

as of the first day of trading with the objective of support-

ing regular and liquid trading. As market maker, Öhman 

will guarantee a predetermined maximum margin between 

purchase and sales price in the Company’s shares and to 

ensure a certain order volume on the purchase and sales 

side. 

The Company also has the intention of applying within 

12 months for listing on the Stockholm Stock Exchange.

1)  The dividend’s portion of the Group’s profits after tax shall only be based however on realised fund investments and received dividends. Items that positively affect the reported 
results without an equivalent cash flow effect, such as write-ups, shall not be included in the distributable funds of the Company.
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Issuer
The issuing company is NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund 

AB (publ) (corporate registration number 556712-2972), 

registered pursuant to Swedish law with the Swedish Com-

panies Registration Office (Bolagsverket) on 18 Septem-

ber 2006. In accordance with the Articles of Association, 

the Parent Company’s registered office shall be located in 

the Municipality of Stockholm, Sweden. The Parent Com-

pany is a public limited company (Sw: publikt aktiebolag) 

and intends to do business under this form, which is regu-

lated by the Swedish Companies Act (Sw: Aktiebolagsla-

gen (2005:551)).

Legal structure
For the time-being and prior to the Offering, NAXS is 

wholly owned by the Investment Advisor. One of the con-

ditions for the Offering is that all the Investment Advisor’s 

shares are redeemed whereby the Investment Advisor will 

lose its status as Parent Company.

The NAXS Group consists of the Parent Company, 

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) (corporate 

registration number 556712-2972), and its wholly owned 

subsidiary NAXS Nordic Access Buyout AS (corporate reg-

istration number 990 796 114), which is a private Norwe-

gian limited company with registered office in Oslo. The 

purpose is primarily to make the investments through this 

subsidiary (the “Holding Company”). NAXS retains the 

right to supplement the legal structure with other wholly 

or partly owned companies in other jurisdictions through 

which certain investments may be made due to practical, 

administrative, financial, legal or fiscal reasons.

Agreements
Advisory Agreement

According to the terms of the exclusive advisory agreement 

between the Holding Company and the Investment Advi-

sor (the  “Advisory Agreement”), the Investment Advisor 

has been appointed to perform customary investment 

advisory  services to the Holding Company. The advisory 

services shall consists of, inter alia, identifying and evalu-

ating potential investments, co-investment and divest-

ments thereof,  recommending other advisors to the Hold-

ing Company, observing and monitoring the development 

of the investments and co-investments. The Investment 

Advisor shall assist the board of directors and auditor of 

the Holding Company with reports and other information 

as well as assist with information in connection with the 

preparation of the Holding Company’s financial state-

ments and tax returns. As consideration for the services 

provided by the Investment Advisor a fee shall be paid each 

calendar quarter in advance corresponding to 0.25 percent 

of the net asset value of the group (as further set out in the 

Advisory Agreement) up to an net asset value of SEK 

1,000,000,000, and 0.125 percent of such portion of the 

net asset value which is in excess of SEK 1,000,000,000. 

In addition, the Investment Advisor shall receive a fee 

 corresponding to 5 percent of the net proceeds (after 

deduction of costs relating to investments, the preferred 

return to the  Holding Company, and potential losses 

 related to divested investments) received by the NAXS 

group from investments and co-investments.

The Advisory Agreement shall be in force for 5 years 

with a mutual notice period of 12 months. In case neither 

party terminates the agreement, the agreement will be in 

force for another 12 months.

The entire agreement is set forth in the “Appendix” on 

page 57.

Mandate Agreement with Öhman

Under the terms and conditions of a mandate agreement 

between the Company and Öhman (the “Mandate Agree-

ment”) Öhman is to provide advisory services regarding 

financial matters and capital market aspects, and in other 

respects participate in the preparation and execution of 

fund raising carried out by the Company. Öhman’s man-

date as financial advisor under the Mandate Agreement 

shall be for the time up until when the Company has raised 

capital in the aggregated amount of SEK 2 billion, however 

not exceeding four years from when the Company obtains 

the payment for the new shares in the Offering. Assuming 

that the Offering is fully subscribed, and consequently, the 

Mandate Agreement includes any future fund raisings of 

an additional amount of SEK 1 billion within four years. 

Under the Mandate Agreement, Öhman is to be the exclu-

sive advisor, with a right to appoint placing agents after 

consultation with the Company. Under the Mandate Agree-

ment, Öhman is entitled to an establishing fee of 1.0 per-

cent and a placement fee of 2.0 percent of the payment in 

connection with any fund raising.

However, Öhman shall only be entitled to a placement 

fee of 1.0 percent of the payments made by investors 

referred to by the Company. The lower placement fee only 

applies to capital raised through the Offering.

In the event of claims being filed against Öhman and its 

board of directors, an individual board member or an 

employee as a consequence of the mandate, under the 

Mandate Agreement, the Company has undertaken to 

indemnify the above persons under certain circumstances.

Other information
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Agreement between the Investment Advisor and 

Öhman

During the Advisory Agreement’s duration, Öhman will by 

the Investment Advisor receive a part of the Investment 

Advisor’s received advisory fee. Öhman’s share corre-

sponds to a maximum of 20 percent of the Investment 

Advisor’s received advisory fee, however it is limited to a 

maximum of SEK 750,000 per quarter.  Furthermore, 

Öhman will receive a part of the Investment Advisor’s 

received “carried interest”. Öhman’s share  corresponds to 

20 percent of the Investment Advisor’s received “carried 

interest” during the Advisory Agreement’s duration,  how-

ever it is limited to the “carried interest” which the Invest-

ment Advisor will receive on the initial SEK 2 billion that 

are invested. Öhman’s part of the Investment Advisor’s 

compensation is an accrued compensation for Öhman’s 

participation during the establishment and structuring of 

the Company, the Investment Advisor and the Offering. 

Consultancy agreement concerning the 
CFO position 
The Company has entered into an agreement with a con-

sultancy company, pursuant to which the Company, on a 

consultancy basis, has contracted for the services of Gösta 

Lundgren as CFO. The agreement is valid until further 

notice. Among other things, the undertaking includes com-

pilation of financial reports such as, interim reports, annu-

al reports and other financial written reports, as well as 

information to the Company and the NAXS group. In addi-

tion, the undertaking includes for the CFO, as a comple-

ment to the CEO, to be responsible for the Company’s dis-

tribution of information to the capital market and the 

Company’s contacts with the Certified Adviser and the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange.

Insurance
The board of directors intends to look after that the Com-

pany’s insurance cover corresponds with normal practice 

and that it is sufficient with regard to the nature and extent 

of the Company’s business activities.

Environmental issues
The Company does not carry out any activities that may 

require special authorisations regarding the environment.

Disputes
The Company is not involved in any disputes, arbitration 

proceedings or processes that could have significant con-

sequences for its business activities, results or financial 

position. Neither is the Company aware of any disputes or 

potential disputes that could have significant consequenc-

es for its business activities, results or financial position.

Transactions with closely related parties
None of the Board members or the CEO of NAXS currently 

has or has had any direct or indirect participation in any 

business transactions that are unusual in their character or 

contractual conditions. The Company’s auditors are not par-

ticipating in or have participated in any such transactions.

The Company has not granted any loans or provided 

guarantees or pledged any surety to or to the benefit of any 

of the Board members, the CEO or the auditors of the Com-

pany.

Inside observation
The Company intends to commence trading on First North, 

a list operated by the Stockholm Stock Exchange. In view 

of that First North is a so-called alternative market place, 

there is no obligation normally applicable to a person with 

inside observation to notify the Swedish Financial Super-

visory Authority (Sw: Finansinspektionen) of his/her and 

closely related physical persons’ and legal entities’ hold-

ings of shares and other financial instruments in the Com-

pany. Instead, and in conjunction with the trading in 

shares commencing on First North, the Company will sign 

an agreement with Öhman in its quality as Certified Advi-

sor (“Sponsor Agreement”) in which the Company shall 

undertake to maintain an updated list of persons with 

inside observation, and to openly report via the Company’s 

website any changes in such persons’ holdings.

Apart from the persons indicated under “board of direc-

tors, senior executives, auditors and the Investment 

Advisor’s principals”, there are no other persons with 

inside observation and who as per the Sponsor Agreement 

could be obliged to notify any holding in shares and voting 

rights in the Company.

Providing documentation for inspection
The Articles of Association and the Advisory Agreement 

are available for examination at the Company’s office, 

Birger Jarlsgatan 2 5 tr, in Stockholm, Sweden.

Other information
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Articles of association

The articles of association were adopted at the extra-

ordinary general meeting on 14 February 2007.

§ 1 

The name of the Company is NAXS Nordic Access Buyout 

Fund AB (publ).

§ 2

The registered office of the board of directors is in Stock-

holm.

§ 3 

The Company shall directly or indirectly carry on invest-

ment operations and in connection therewith acquire, own 

and manage, and divest interests, shares, rights to inter-

ests/shares and other securities and acquire rights and 

assume liabilities, in connection with investments in, or 

co-investments with, companies or funds and therewith 

compatible business.

§ 4 

The share capital shall be a minimum of SEK 500,000 and 

a maximum of SEK 2,000,000.

§ 5

The number of shares shall be a minimum of 10,000,000 

and a maximum of 40,000,000.

§ 6 

The Company’s financial year shall be 1 January – 31 

December.

§ 7 

The board of directors shall consist of 3–8 members with a 

maximum of 5 deputy members.

§ 8

The Company shall appoint 1–2 auditors with or without 

deputy auditors.

§ 9

Notice of a general meeting of shareholders shall be issued 

by announcement in Post- och Inrikes Tidningar and in 

Svenska Dagbladet.

Notice of an annual general meeting and notice of an 

extraordinary general meeting at which an amendment to 

the articles of association is to be considered shall be given 

no earlier than six weeks and no later than four weeks 

before the general meeting. Notice of an annual general 

meeting and notice of an extraordinary general meeting at 

which an amendment to the articles of association is to be 

considered shall be given no earlier than six weeks and no 

later than four weeks before the general meeting.

Notice of any other extraordinary general meeting shall 

be given no earlier than six weeks and no later than two 

weeks before the general meeting.

§ 10

The Company’s shares shall be registered in a Central 

Securities Depository Register pursuant to the Financial 

Instruments Act (1998:1479).

§ 11 

A resolution to amend Section 3 or Section 11 of the 

articles of association is not valid unless it has been 

supported by shareholders holding more than nine tenths 

(9/10) of the votes cast, representing nine tenths (9/10) of 

the total number of shares of the Company. 
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Tax considerations

Individuals
For individuals, capital gains and dividends on market-

quoted shares, as the shares in NAXS are intended to be, 

are taxed as capital income at a tax rate of 30 percent. 

Preliminary tax of 30 percent is normally withheld from 

dividends by VPC or, for nominee-registered shares, by the 

nominee.

Capital gains and capital losses upon the sale of shares 

are normally calculated as the difference between the pro-

ceeds from the sale, after deduction for sales costs and the 

tax basis. The tax basis for all shares of the same class and 

type are calculated jointly upon the application of the aver-

aging method. As an alternative, upon a sale of market-

quoted shares, as the NAXS shares are intended to be, the 

tax basis may be determined according to a standard meth-

od as 20 percent of the proceeds after deduction for sales 

costs. 

A capital loss on market-quoted shares, as the shares in 

NAXS are intended to be, may be fully offset the same year 

against capital gains on shares and other market-quoted 

securities that are taxed as shares, with the exception of 

shares in mutual funds which consist solely of Swedish 

receivables (commonly referred to as interest funds). Capi-

tal losses which cannot be set off in this manner are deduct-

ible at 70 percent from other capital income.

Should a deficit arise in the capital income category, a 

reduction is permitted of tax on income from employment 

and business operations as well as real estate tax. A tax 

reduction is granted at 30 percent of a deficit which does 

not exceed SEK 100,000 and at 21 percent for any remain-

ing part. The deficit cannot be carried forward to a future 

fiscal year.

 

Net wealth taxation
Shares traded on First North, as the shares of NAXS are 

intended to be, are exempt from net wealth taxation pro-

vided that trading is made to such extent that the shares 

are deemed as market-quoted.2) 

Limited liability companies
For limited liability companies, all income including taxa-

ble capital gains and dividends, is taxed as business income 

at a rate of 28 percent. The capital gain or loss calculation 

is made in the same manner as for individuals as described 

above. Deductible capital losses on shares may only be set 

off against taxable capital gains on shares and other securi-

ties that are taxed as shares. Provided certain conditions 

are met, a capital loss may also be set off against capital 

gains in companies within the same group, provided that a 

group contribution right exists between the companies. 

Capital losses which could not be set off during a particular 

year may be carried forward and be offset against eligible 

capital gains during subsequent tax years with no limita-

tion in time. Special rules and regulations apply for special 

categories of companies.

Set forth below are certain tax rules and regulations which become relevant for individuals and limited liabil-
ity companies who acquire shares in NAXS through the Offering. The summary is based on current legisla-
tion and is intended only as general information for shareholders of NAXS who have unlimited tax liability in 
Sweden, unless otherwise stated. The summary does not address securities which are held as current assets in 
a business operation or are held by a partnership. Nor are the rules on tax exempt capital gains (including 
non-deductibility of capital losses) and dividends on shares held for business purposes by companies which 
may be applicable on shareholding in NAXS dealt with.1) Neither are the special rules and regulations dealt 
with which may be applicable on investments in companies which are or have previously been closely-held 
companies or regarding shares which have been acquired on the basis of such holdings. The tax treatment 
depends in part on the individual circumstances applicable for the shareholder. Each shareholder should 
therefore consult a tax advisor for information regarding the particular consequences which may arise in an 
individual case, including the applicability and effects of foreign rules and tax treaties.

1)   Shares that are not yet quoted or traded on a market are deemed as held for business purposes. Market-quoted shares, as the NAXS shares are intended to be, are deemed to be held for 
business purposes if, among other things, the shareholding constitute a capital asset of the investor and the holding either amounts to at least 10 percent of the voting capital or is 
required by the business which is conducted by the owner company or another closely-associated company defined in a certain manner. In order for a capital gain to be tax-exempt and 
a capital loss not to be deductible regarding market-quoted shares, the shares must also have been held for business purposes by the holder during a consecutive period of at least one 
year prior to the sale. In order for a dividend on market-quoted shares to be tax-exempt, the shares may not be sold within one year from the date on which the shares became classified 
as held for business purposes by the holder. It should be noted that certain rules are applicable when the classification of shares changes.

2)  It should be noted that the Net Wealth Taxation Act currently is under review, see SOU 2004:66.
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Shareholders with limited tax liability 
in Sweden
For shareholders with limited tax liability in Sweden and 

who receive dividends on shares in a Swedish limited lia-

bility company, a Swedish withholding tax is normally 

withheld. The tax rate is 30 percent, but is generally 

reduced through tax treaties that Sweden has concluded 

with other countries for the avoidance of double taxation. 

Most of Sweden’s tax treaties in this context enable a 

reduction of the Swedish tax to the treaty’s tax rate imme-

diately at the time of disbursement, provided required 

information about the domicile of the party receiving the 

dividend is made available. 

In Sweden, VPC or, for nominee-registered shares, the 

nominee, normally handles the deduction for withholding 

tax. If 30 percent withholding tax is withheld upon pay-

ment to someone who is entitled to be taxed at a lower tax 

rate, a refund can be requested from the Swedish Tax 

Agency prior to the expiration of the fifth calendar year 

after the dividend is paid. 

Shareholders who have limited tax liability in Sweden 

and who do not conduct business operations from a per-

manent establishment in Sweden are normally not taxed 

in Sweden on capital gains upon the sale of such shares. 

However, the shareholder may be subject to taxation in the 

country in which the shareholder is tax resident. Accord-

ing to a special tax rule, however, individuals with limited 

tax liability in Sweden may be subject to Swedish taxation 

upon the sale of Swedish shares, if they at any time during 

the year in which the sale is made or the ten calendar years 

preceding such year were resident in Sweden or perma-

nently lived here. However, the applicability of the rule is 

in several cases limited by tax treaties between Sweden and 

other countries.

Tax considerations

Tax considerations ruling for the NAXS group

Parent Company

Swedish limited companies are taxed at 28 percent. How-

ever, dividends and capital gains on shares in unlisted 

 limited companies are tax exempt, if the shares are held as 

capital assets. For the Parent Company the aforesaid 

entails that dividends received from the Holding Company 

should be tax exempt in Sweden. The Parent Company 

considers that it for tax purposes is not considered as an 

investment company (Sw. investmentföretag) in Sweden. 

In case the Parent Company is treated as an investment 

company (Sw. investmentföretag) for tax purposes, divi-

dends from the Holding Company would be taxable. How-

ever, dividends paid by the Parent Company to its share-

holders would then be tax deductible.

Holding Company

A Norwegian limited company, such as the Holding Com-

pany, is taxed at 28 percent. However, dividends and capi-

tal gains on shares (and certain other financial instru-

ments) in limited companies within the EU and EEA are 

tax exempt. Other rules apply as to when dividends and 

capital gains on shares in limited companies outside of the 

EU/EEA are tax exempt. In respect of shares that qualify 

for tax exemption, the exemption will also apply if the 

shares are held through an entity which under Norwegian 

law is considered to be tax transparent; a foreign limited 

partnership may, for example, be treated as tax transpar-

ent. Distribution of profits from a tax transparent entity to 

a Norwegian limited company will not be taxable in 

 Norway. A capital gain realized on a disposal of an interest 

in a tax transparent entity will be tax exempt if at least 90 

percent of value of all shares held by the tax transparent 

entity at the time of the disposal consists of shares that 

qualify for tax exemption. Dividends paid by the Holding 

Company to the Parent Company will not be subject to 

withholding tax in Norway.

U.S. Tax Notice

The Company expects that it, and possibly certain non-

U.S. companies in which it may directly or indirectly invest, 

will be treated as passive foreign investment companies 

(“PFICs”) for U.S. federal income tax purposes.  Accord-

ingly, U.S. taxpayers may be subject to adverse U.S. federal 

income tax consequences in respect of their disposition of 

the Company’s shares and their deemed disposition of 

equity interests in lower-tier PFICs.  Similar adverse tax 

consequences may apply to their receipt of certain distri-

butions on the shares, as well as their deemed receipt of 

certain distributions by lower-tier PFICs.  The Company 

does not expect to provide U.S. taxpayers with the infor-

mation that is necessary for them to make “qualified elect-

ing fund” elections that could mitigate these adverse U.S. 

tax consequences. U.S. taxpayers should consult 

their own tax advisers regarding the adverse U.S. 

federal income tax consequences that could apply 

to them as actual and deemed owners of PFICs as a 

result of their investment in the Company’s shares, 

including any U.S. federal income tax elections 

that may be available to help mitigate such conse-

quences.
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Accounting principles, reporting 
and publication of information

Accounting principles
The accounting principles that will be applied in regards to 

the financial reporting of NAXS are set out below.

Statement of compliance with applicable 

regulatory framework

The consolidated financial statements and the annual 

report of the Parent Company are prepared in accordance 

with Swedish law and the general standards and state-

ments of the Swedish Accounting Standards Board (BFN). 

The standards of BFN applicable to large companies have 

been applied, unless otherwise stated.

Uniform principles are applied to the consolidated 

financial statements and the annual report of the Parent 

Company.

Bases of preparation

The consolidated financial statements are prepared based 

on historical cost.

Bases of consolidation

The consolidated financial statements comprise the Parent 

Company and its subsidiaries. The financial statements of 

the Parent Company and its subsidiaries included in the 

consolidated financial statements refer to the same period 

and are prepared in accordance with the accounting prin-

ciples adopted by the group. 

All inter-company transactions, income and expenses, 

profits and losses arising from transactions between com-

panies included in the consolidated financial statement are 

eliminated in full.  

A subsidiary is an entity over which the Parent Compa-

ny has a controlling influence, generally because of a hold-

ing of shares that, directly or indirectly, provides the Par-

ent Company the control over more than 50 percent of the 

voting power. Acquired subsidiaries are included in the 

consolidated financial statements using the purchase 

method. According to the purchase method, the acquisi-

tion is considered as a transaction by which the group indi-

rectly acquires the assets of the subsidiary and assumes its 

liabilities and other obligations. The fair value of the assets 

and liabilities are determined at initial recognition and 

constitutes, thereafter, the group’s acquisition cost. The 

difference between the cost of the shares, including any 

transaction costs, and the fair value of the net assets is rec-

ognized as goodwill. Goodwill is recognized as an asset in 

the balance sheet and is depreciated over the expected use-

ful life, generally not more than twenty years. Where the 

difference is negative, a negative goodwill arises, which is 

credited to the income statement in future periods or 

immediately, depending on the nature of the acquired 

assets and the reason for the negative difference.

A subsidiary is included in the consolidated financial 

statements as of the time of the acquisition, i.e. the day on 

which the Parent Company acquires a controlling influ-

ence, and is included in the financial statements until the 

date on which the controlling influence ceases.  

Minority interests represent the portion of profit or loss 

and net assets not hold by the group. The minority interest 

is estimated based on the values which, applying the 

group’s accounting principles, are recognized in the sub-

sidiary’s accounting. Minority interest in the subsidiary’s 

net assets is presented as a separate item between liabili-

ties and equity. The minority share of the profit or loss for 

the period is presented as an adjustment item in the income 

statement immediately before profit or loss for the period. 

Associates are entities over which the Parent Company 

has significant influence, generally through a shareholding 

of more than 20 percent but not more than 50 percent of 

the voting power of the shares. Associates are included in 

the consolidated financial statements as of the date on 

which significant influence was acquired, and are account-

ed for using the equity method. Investment in associates 

are initially recognized at cost under the heading Partici-

pations in Associates. The acquisition cost is allocated to 

the acquired share of the underlying assets and liabilities, 

by analogy with the requirements concerning an acquisi-

tion of a subsidiary. The group’s share of the profit or loss 

of the associate, after adjustment for amortisation of good-

will and any surplus values of the assets, is presented in the 

income statement under the heading Participations in 

Associates, and the asset item Participations in Associates 

is adjusted. Dividends received reduce the carrying amount 

of the asset. Where recognized losses in the associate 

exceed the carrying value of the participations, the value of 

the participations is reduced to zero. Reductions for losses 

are made also against unsecured receivables, the financial 

substance of which render them part of the net investment 

in the associate. Surplus losses are not recognized unless 

guarantees have been granted to cover losses incurred in 

the associate. Profit or loss incurred in transactions 

between group companies and associates is eliminated to 

the extent it equals participations held. 
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Transactions, receivables and liabilities in foreign 

currency

Transactions in foreign currency are translated in the 

reporting currency at the rate of exchange on the transac-

tion date. Monetary assets and liabilities are translated as 

at the balance sheet date at the rate of exchange on the bal-

ance sheet date. Any differences in the rate of exchange 

arising from the translation are recognized in the income 

statement. Non-monetary assets and liabilities are recog-

nized at historical rates of exchange, i.e. at the rates of 

exchange on the respective transaction dates. 

Foreign operations 

Foreign subsidiaries and associates are translated into 

Swedish currency. Assets and liabilities are translated at 

the rates of exchange on the balance sheet date. Income 

and expenses are translated at the average rate of exchange 

for the year.  Differences arising at the translation are rec-

ognized directly in equity and classified as Translation 

Difference. At a future divestment of a subsidiary or an 

associate, the accumulated translation difference is re-

recognized in the income statement as part of the result of 

the divestment. 

Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs, including arrangement fees, are recog-

nized in the income statement in the period to which they 

relate.

Intangible assets

Acquired intangible assets, including goodwill, are recog-

nized as assets in the balance sheet and valued at cost less 

accumulated amortization and any impairment. 

Property plant and equipment

Property plant and equipment is recognized as an asset in 

the balance sheet at cost less accumulated depreciation 

and any impairment. Cost includes, in addition to the pur-

chase price, expenses directly related to the asset to bring 

it in place and in condition for the intended use.

Amortization and depreciation

Intangible assets and property plant and equipment are 

amortized and depreciated to the residual value on a 

straight-line bases over the estimated useful life. The resid-

ual value for intangible assets is normally estimated at 

zero. The estimated useful life and the residual value are 

assessed annually. Property plant and equipment may 

include components of significant value, the useful life of 

which exceeds that of the underlying asset. In such case, 

the component is depreciated over its useful life. 

Financial assets including fund interest and 

financial liabilities 

Claims and loans are recognized at amortized costs with 

use of effective interest method. Other financial assets 

including fond interests and financial liabilities are recog-

nized at amortized costs. Profit and loss are accounted for 

at the time when the asset/liability is removed from the 

balance sheet, or when an impairment loss is recognized.

Impairment

When there are indications that the carrying amount of an 

asset is impaired in excess of normal depreciation, the 

asset is assessed for impairment. If the carrying amount 

exceeds the recoverable amount, the asset is written down 

to its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the 

higher of an asset’s estimated value in use and the estimat-

ed net selling price. The value in use is estimated as the 

present value of future cash flows generated by the asset. 

For assets which do not generate a cash flow that is inde-

pendent of the cash flows from other assets, the cash flow 

estimate is based on the smallest identifiable group of 

assets that are independent of the cash flow from other 

assets. 

An impairment assessment of investments in associates 

is made individually for each investment.

An impairment loss is reversed where the reason for the 

impairment is removed. 

Provisions

A provision is recognized when a legal or informal obliga-

tion arises as a consequence of an event, and it is likely that 

the obligation must be met, and the amount can be reliably 

estimated. 

Income taxes

Income taxes comprise current and deferred taxes. Income 

tax is recognized in the income statement when the tax is 

related to items recognized in the income statement. 

Income tax is recognized directly in equity when the tax is 

related to items recognized directly in equity. 

Current tax amounts to tax, based on assessed income, 

that belongs to the current year, together with any correc-

tions concerning earlier years.

Accounting principles, reporting and publication of information
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Accounting principles, reporting and publication of information

Deferred tax is calculated as the difference (temporary 

difference) between, on the one hand, the tax base of assets 

and liabilities and, on the other hand, their book values. 

Deferred tax is calculated based on the tax rates estimated 

to apply to settlement of the tax. A deferred tax asset is rec-

ognized only where it is likely that the deductible tempo-

rary difference can be utilized, thereby reducing future tax 

liabilities.  

Reporting
The Company will publish interim reports each quarter. 

Planned reporting dates for the current financial year are 

as follows:

Report Date

Interim report for the period  

18 September 2006 – 30 June 2007 29 Augusti 2007

Interim report for the period  

1 July – 30 September 2007 29 November 2007

 

In addition to the customary financial documents such as 

income statement, balance sheet, cash flow statement and 

changes in equity, with comparative amounts for the same 

period the previous year (when applicable), the reports will 

also contain information about the group’s total commit-

ments, invested capital and related changes. The fund 

portfolio’s Net Asset Value (NAV) will also be provided. 

The Company’s reporting of NAV will be dependent on the 

NAV-reporting policy of the managers of the underlying 

funds. Should the Company not receive details of NAV 

regarding the underlying funds for a specific quarter, the 

most recently available NAV will instead be given. The 

reports will be available via the Company’s website.

Publication of information
NAXS endeavours to maintain open and clear communica-

tion with its interested parties by using the Company’s 

website as its primary medium. The Company’s year-end 

report and interim reports, as well as press releases and 

notices convening shareholders’ meetings, will be pub-

lished in both Swedish and English via an established 

information distributor simultaneously as on the Compa-

ny’s website.

Managers of private equity funds are not obliged to pub-

lish information about their investment activities and 

completed transactions. Neither are they obliged to direct-

ly provide their investor-collective such information. The 

private equity funds, or their underlying portfolio compa-

nies, that the Company invests in may nonetheless publish 

certain information without the Company having been 

notified. Should such information have a potentially sig-

nificant effect on the value of the Company’s shares, the 

Company will publish such information via a press release 

as soon as the Company has become aware of such infor-

mation.
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Financial information

General
The Parent Company was acquired by the Investment 

Advisor on 29 January 2007 as a dormant shelf company, 

and has not carried out any business activity since being 

formed on 18 September 2006. No business activity has 

been carried out either by the Holding Company, which 

was formed on 23 November 2006 and acquired by the 

Parent Company on 16 February 2007 as a dormant shelf 

company.

The Company has a financial year of twelve months that 

closes on 31 December. NAXS’ first, i.e. current, financial 

year will however be extended and cover the period 18 Sep-

tember 2006 to 31 December 2007.

Financial situation
The Company and its subsidiary are newly formed and do 

not have any operating history. The shareholders’ equity in 

the group amounted to SEK 464,402 as at 16 February 

2007, i.e. the same day as the acquisition of the Holding 

Company. The liquid funds of the group amounts to SEK 

464,402 after payment of the purchase price of the Hold-

ing Company, which includes NOK 30,000 attributable to 

registration costs and costs for legal consultation in con-

junction with the acquisition of the Holding Company. No 

liabilities have been taken up in the group.

In conjunction with the present Offering, the current 

shares in the Company shall be redeemed and SEK 

500,000 (nominal value) repaid to the Investment Advi-

sor. Provided that the new issue in the Offering is fully sub-

scribed as well as that the redemption of the shares is car-

ried through, the Company will be provided with SEK 

999.5 million before costs related to the Offering. 

The board of directors believes that the Company after 

the Offering (if it be fulfilled) will dispose of sufficient capi-

tal both to cover the Company’s costs and investment 

activities for at least the forthcoming twelve-month period. 

Despite this situation, the Company may raise further cap-

ital through one or several new issues with preferential 

right for the shareholders (see also “Decision regarding 

new share issue and authorisation” on page 44) where the 

Company’s capital strategy for better returns to the share-

holders is based on supporting the flexibility upon which 

investment opportunities can be utilized as when they 

arise, and simultaneously only raise the capital that within 

the near future could be utilised in investment activities 

(see also “Financing policy” on page 35).

Distribution of proceeds
The Company’s business model is based on the commit-

ments to 7–10 different private equity managers’ funds in 

accordance with the investment criteria (see also “Invest-

ment criteria” on page 33). The following table contains a 

summary of the Company’s distribution of proceeds at 

divestment or the winding up of fund investments in a 

hypothetical scenario and under the following principal 

assumptions:

❖  Any surplus from fund investments to be distributed 

between the Company and the Investment Advisor in 

accordance with the Advisory Agreement (see under 

“Appendix” on page 57), i.e. the Company shall first 

receive all of the invested capital back after which the 

Company, if there is a surplus to distribute, shall also 

receive an annual interest of 5 percent on the net capi-

tal invested. Should there be any further surplus capi-

tal to distribute, the Company shall receive 95 percent 

of such and the Investment Advisor the remainder.

❖  The cash flows to and from the Company regarding 

investment in and dividends from the fund investment 

(e.g. one of the limited partnerships established by a 

private equity fund for investment in a target company) 

as well as the liquidation of such, to be distributed over 

a period of 6 years in accordance with the summary 

below.

❖  The cash flows from the investment represent an inter-

nal interest (IRR) of 21.6 percent per annum and a total 

return on invested capital of 200 percent.
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(SEK m) Year       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Investments –50.0 – – – – – – –50.0

Dividends – 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 140.0 150.0

Net cash flow –50.0 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 140.0 100.00

        

Breakdown of net cash flow

(i) Invested Amount – 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 40.0 50.0

(ii) Preferred Return – – – – – – 15.0 15.0

(iii) Proceeds – – – – – – 85.0 85.0

  – to the Company – – – – – – 80.7 80.7

  – to Investment Advisor – – – – – – 4.3 4.3

Total – 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 140.0 150.0

        

According to the scenario in the above table, the Company has the right to a total of SEK 145.7 million (representing 97.2 

percent) of the SEK 150 million that would go to the Company upon liquidation in its quality of investor in the imaginary 

private equity fund (the limited partnership). The remainder represents the Investment Advisor’s remuneration as per the 

Advisory Agreement.

Should the value realised upon liquidation decrease by 30 percent, the internal interest falls to 14.9 percent and the 

return on invested capital to 116 percent. The Company will subsequently have the right instead to a total of SEK 105.9 mil-

lion (representing 98.0 percent) of the SEK 108.0 million distributed to the Company.
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This ADVISORY AGREEMENT (this “Advisory 

Agreement”) is entered into on 14 March 2007 by and 

between:

(1)  NAXS NORDIC ACCESS BUYOUT AS, reg. 

no. 990 796 114, a limited liability company incor-

porated under the laws of Norway and whose reg-

istered address is at Lilleakerveien 2E8, 0283 

Oslo, Norway, (the “Holding Company”); and

(2)  NAXS NORDIC ACCESS ADVISORS AB, reg. 

no. 556720-3921, a limited liability company 

incorporated under the laws of Sweden and whose 

registered address is at Birger Jarlsgatan 2, 5tr, 

114 34 Stockholm, Sweden (the “Investment 

Advisor”).

Each of the above are hereinafter referred to as a 

 “Party” and, jointly, the “Parties”.

BACKGROUND

(A)  The Holding Company has been established for 

the purpose of making investments in Nordic buy-

out funds and in portfolio companies held by such 

funds.

(B)  The Holding Company is a wholly owned subsidi-

ary of NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) 

which will apply to Stockholmsbörsen AB for trad-

ing in the company’s share on First North (the 

“Company”, and together with the Holding Com-

pany and other subsidiaries and affiliates of the 

Company (if any), the “Group”).

(C)  The Investment Advisor has been appointed to 

perform customary investment advisory services 

to the Holding Company.

(D)  The purpose of this Advisory Agreement is to set 

out the terms and conditions for the advisory serv-

ices to be provided by the Investment Advisor to 

the Holding Company and the Holding Company’s 

obligations towards the Investment Advisor in 

relation to such advisory services.

Advisory Agreement – Confirmed Copy
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1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

If not otherwise stated, the following terms shall have the follow-

ing meanings, which shall be equally applicable to the singular 

and plural forms of such terms:

“Advisory Fee”  shall have the meaning set out in Section 5.1.

“Business Day”  means a day in which banks in Sweden and 

Norway generally are open for banking busi-

ness.

“Carried Interest”  shall have the meaning set out in Section 5.2(b), 

and as exemplified in Schedule 1.C.

“Co-Investments”  means a specific investment (on one or several 

occasions) made, directly or indirectly, by any 

company within the Group in a portfolio com-

pany alongside with a private equity fund in 

which an Investment has been made.

“Company”  shall have the meaning set out in recital (B) 

above.

“Divestment”  means the termination in whole or in part, or 

permanent write-off in whole, of an Investment 

or a Co-Investment, and “Divested” shall be 

construed accordingly.

“Fixed Fee”  shall have the meaning set out in Section 

5.2(a).

“Group”  shall have the meaning set out in recital (B) 

above.

“Independent 

Expert” shall have the meaning set out in Section 5.6.

“Invested  means all amounts paid by the Group in 

Amount”  relation to a specific Investment or Co-Invest-

ment (including, but not limited to, payments 

for (i) contributions made to the private equity 

fund in which the Investment has been made 

(ii) the purchase price and the subscription 

price of the Investment and Co-Investment, 

(iii) any costs in relation to the Divestment of 

the Investment or Co-Investment, and (iv) 

other acquisition and transaction costs related 

to the Investment or Co-Investment).

“Investment”  means, by way of subscription or acquisition, 

an investment in a specific interest or share in a 

private equity fund (including, but not limited 

to, all economic rights relating to the interest or 

share and all obligations to pay draw downs 

based on the commitment made to the private 

equity fund) made by any company within the 

Group.

“Key Manager”  means either of Amaury de Poret, Swedish 

social security number 710916-0999 and 

 Thomas Åkerman, Swedish social security 

number 550202-1131, and any other person 

appointed by the Investment Advisor as key 

manager, provided that such person owns fif-

teen (15) per cent or more of the equity interest 

in the Investment Advisor.

“Net Asset Value”  means (i) the aggregate value of all Investments 

and Co-Investments, plus (ii) cash or cash 

equivalents of the Group, and less (iii) all liabil-

ities of the Group, where (i) pertain to asset 

 values according to the most recent quarterly 

or semi-annual reports provided by the rele-

vant private equity funds (most often as net 

asset values or fair values in accordance with 

the International Private Equity and Venture 

Capital Valuation Guidelines) in which Invest-

ments and Co-Investment have been made or, 

where no such value is reported, the booked 

value in accordance with the latest consolidated 

financial statement of the Group, and where 

(ii) and (iii) pertain to reported amounts in the 

most recent consolidated financial statement 

of the Group.

“Preferred  means an amount equal to five (5) per cent per 

Return”  annum, compounding annually, on the daily 

balance from time to time of the sum of (i) the 

Invested Amount, (ii) plus accrued Preferred 

Return, (iii) less the amount repaid to any com-

pany within the Group out of such Invested 

Amount (for the avoidance of doubt, Preferred 

Return shall not accrue if the difference is less 

than zero).

“Proceeds”  means the amounts received by any company 

within the Group (after re-payment of any 

external debt and accrued interest, if any, per-

taining to the Investment or Co-Investment) 

either from a specific Investment or a Co-

Investment (including amounts received upon 

a Divestment of a specific Investment or Co-

Investment), as the case may be, in excess of 

the sum of (i) the Invested Amount in relation 

to such specific Investment or Co Investment 

(less any taxes related to such receipt or Divest-

ment, if any), (ii) the Preferred Return on such 

Invested Amount, and (iii) each Invested 

Amount relating to Divested Investments and 

Divested Co-Investments and the Preferred 

Return on such Invested Amounts which have 

not already been fully recovered from amounts 

Advisory Agreement – Confirmed Copy
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received by any company within the Group 

from any Investment, Co Investment or Divest-

ment.

“SEK”  means the lawful currency of Sweden.

“Services” shall have the meaning set out in Section 2.2.2.

2. APPOINTMENT AND DUTIES

2.1 Appointment of the Investment Advisor

  The Holding Company hereby appoints the Investment 

Advisor, and the Investment Advisor hereby accepts the 

appointment, to act as the exclusive investment advisor to 

the Holding Company and to perform the advisory services 

set out in this Advisory Agreement.

2.2 Duties of the Investment Advisor

2.2.1  The powers and duties entrusted to the Investment Advisor 

pursuant to this Advisory Agreement shall be exercised and 

performed by the Investment Advisor at all times subject to 

the overall direction of the Holding Company and in accord-

ance with any specific or general instructions which may be 

given to the Investment Advisor from time to time by the 

Holding Company.

2.2.2  The Investment Advisor shall carry out the following duties 

(the “Services”):

 (a)  identify, evaluate and advise on potential Investments, 

Co-Investments and Divestments and to present pro-

posals on Investments, Co-Investments and Divest-

ments to the Holding Company;

 (b)  recommend other advisors to the Holding Company, as 

well as advisors with respect to a specific due diligence 

or exit project, and should such advisors be hired by the 

Holding Company, to co-ordinate their activities;

 (c)  monitor the performance of the Investments and Co-

Investments, and review reports from private equity 

funds and portfolio companies in which Investments 

and Co-Investments, respectively, have been made;

 (d)  support the Holding Company in its activities in rela-

tion to the Investments or Co-Investments inter alia by 

recommending expertise and contacts and by partici-

pating in meetings in relation to the Investments and 

Co-Investments, and by recommending suitable per-

sons to be nominated as members of investor or advi-

sory committees or boards, or other kinds of commit-

tees of the private equity funds and portfolio companies 

in which Investments and Co-Investments have been 

made;

 (e)  if required by the Holding Company, to review material 

for inclusion in annual or other reports of the Holding 

Company;

 (f)  when separately authorised by the Holding Company, 

to perform the following tasks with respect to a speci-

fied investment opportunity or a specified private 

equity fund:

  (i) carry out due diligence; and

  (ii)  assist the Holding Company’s representatives in 

negotiating contracts, provided that (x) the Invest-

ment Advisor shall act under the instructions of the 

Holding Company, and (y) the Investment Advisor 

shall have no authority to conclude any agreements 

on behalf of the Holding Company.

2.2.3  The Investment Advisor shall provide the Services in 

accordance with and subject to the objectives, policies and 

restrictions set out in the investment policy of the Holding 

Company, attached hereto as Schedule 2.2.3, and shall use 

its best judgement and due care in carrying out its duties 

under this Advisory Agreement.

2.2.4  The duties specified in this Section 2.2 shall not extend to 

making any decisions by the Investment Advisor on behalf 

of the Holding Company, nor shall anything in this Advi-

sory Agreement constitute the Investment Advisor an agent 

of the Holding Company for any purpose and, accordingly, 

the Investment Advisor shall not have any power or author-

ity to make, or purport to make, investment decisions or to 

enter into any transaction on behalf of, or in any other way 

to bind, the Holding Company.

2.2.5  The Holding Company shall at all times provide the Invest-

ment Advisor with, and the Investment Advisor shall at all 

times hold, such authorisations as may be necessary to ena-

ble it to carry out the Services and carry out its other duties 

under this Advisory Agreement. The Investment Advisor 

shall also at all times hold and maintain all licenses and 

permits necessary to carry out the Services.

3. REPORTS

3.1  The Holding Company understands and agrees that the 

Investment Advisor, to be able to carry out the Services, 

without undue delay must be furnished with all informa-

tion that the companies within the Group have in their pos-

session relating to the Investments or Co-Investments. The 

Investment Advisor understands and agrees that any com-

pany within the Group based on law, applicable stock 

exchange rules or agreements may be prohibited or 

restricted to furnish certain information. In addition to 

what is set out in Section 7.2, the Investment Advisor 

undertakes to keep information received by any company 

within the Group confidential to the same extent as such 

company has undertaken to do and to honour all obliga-

tions and legal restrictions to which any company within 

the Group is bound in respect of such information.

Advisory Agreement – Confirmed Copy
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3.2  Provided that the Investment Advisor has received all 

 necessary information from the companies within the 

Group and the relevant private equity funds, the Invest-

ment Advisor shall, as soon as practicably possible after the 

end of the Holding Company’s financial year, provide the 

Holding Company with a yearly report of the value of each 

Investment and Co-Investment.

3.3  Provided that the Investment Advisor has received all 

 necessary information from the companies within the 

Group and the relevant private equity funds, the Invest-

ment Advisor shall, as soon as practicably possible after the 

end of each calendar quarter, provide the Holding Company 

with quarterly reports containing a narrative description of 

material developments of the Investments and Co-Invest-

ments, including the value of each Investment and Co-

Investment. Each quarterly report shall be accompanied 

with a calculation of the Fixed Fee, which calculation shall 

be based on the most recent information received by the 

Investment Advisor from the companies within the Group 

and the relevant private equity funds.

3.4  In addition, the Investment Advisor shall provide the Hold-

ing Company with any supporting documents to the board 

of directors or auditors of the Holding Company and such 

other information as is necessary for the preparation of 

financial statements and tax returns of the Holding Com-

pany.

4. EXCLUSIVITY

As long as this Advisory Agreement is in force, neither the Invest-

ment Advisor nor the Key Managers shall make any investments 

in the same field of activity as the Holding Company, or co-invest 

alongside with the Holding Company unless such investments are 

approved by the Holding Company. Furthermore, the Key Manag-

ers may not as long as this Advisory Agreement is in force and for a 

period of one (1) calendar year thereafter, act as an advisor to, nor 

establish, an investment vehicle exclusively active in the same 

field of activity as the Holding Company.

5. FEES AND EXPENSES

5.1  The Holding Company shall pay to the Investment Advisor 

an advisory fee as compensation for its Services (the “Advi-

sory Fee”). The Advisory Fee is exclusive of VAT, if any. 

Except as otherwise expressly agreed, all expenses incurred 

by the Investment Advisor when carrying out its obligations 

under this Advisory Agreement shall be deemed to be cov-

ered by the Advisory Fee.

5.2 The Advisory Fee shall consist of:

 (a)  a fixed fee, payable by the Holding Company each cal-

endar quarter in advance, equal to a SEK amount of (i) 

zero-point-two-five (0.25) per cent of the Net Asset 

Value, as calculated on the last day of each preceding 

calendar quarter, up to and including a Net Asset Value 

of SEK one billion (1,000,000,000); plus (ii) zero-

point-one-two-five (0.125) per cent of the Net Asset 

Value, as calculated on the last day of each preceding 

calendar quarter, in respect of the Net Asset Value 

which is in excess of SEK one billion (1,000,000,000) 

(the “Fixed Fee”); and

 (b)  a fee payable by the Holding Company equal to a SEK 

amount of five (5) per cent of the Proceeds (the “Car-

ried Interest”).

5.3  The Fixed Fee shall be due and payable in cash by the Hold-

ing Company to the Investment Advisor ten (10) Business 

Days following the date on which the Holding Company 

received the quarterly report set out in Section 3.3. The 

 Carried Interest shall be due and payable in cash by the 

Holding Company to the Investment Advisor ten (10) Busi-

ness Days following the date on which the relevant com-

pany within the Group received the Proceeds. Any Advisory 

Fee that from time to time has been paid to the Investment 

Advisor based on the calculation thereof in accordance with 

this Section 5 shall in no event be subject to any re-payment 

to the Holding Company.

5.4  In the event the first calendar quarter is a period of less than 

ninety one (91) days, the first Fixed Fee shall be determined 

by multiplying the Fixed Fee by a fraction in which the 

numerator shall be the number of days in the relevant 

period and the denominator shall be ninety one (91).

5.5  Should the Holding Company not accept the calculation of 

the Advisory Fee received from the Investment Advisor, the 

Holding Company shall submit to the Investment Advisor a 

written notice thereof within ten (10) Business Days follow-

ing receipt of such calculation. Such written notice shall set 

forth those items and amounts on which the Holding Com-

pany disagrees with the Investment Advisor.

5.6  In case the Parties cannot agree on the calculations or 

amounts of the Advisory Fee within ten (10) Business Days 

following receipt of such notice as set out in Section 5.5, the 

calculations or amounts of the Advisory Fee shall be deter-

mined by an independent and reputable bank or account-

ing firm (the “Independent Expert”) appointed jointly 

by the Parties.

5.7  Should the Parties not agree on the appointment of an Inde-

pendent Expert within such time as set out in Section 5.6, 

any of the Parties may require the Arbitration Institute of 

the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce to appoint the Inde-

pendent Expert. If appointed in accordance with this Sec-

tion 5.7, the Independent Expert may not be the auditing 

firm of, or have any on-going business dealings with, any of 

the Parties or the Company.
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5.8  Each Party agrees to that the valuation made by the Inde-

pendent Expert in accordance with this Section 5 shall be 

final and binding upon the Parties and cannot be subject to 

any arbitration proceeding or other legal action.

5.9  Unless the Parties agree otherwise, the costs for the Inde-

pendent Expert shall be borne by the Parties as determined 

by the Independent Expert based on the outcome of his 

decision regarding the calculation or amount of the 

 Advisory Fee.

6. TERM AND TERMINATION

6.1  This Advisory Agreement shall enter into force on the date 

when (i) the Company becomes approved by Stockhol-

msbörsen AB for trading in the Company’s share on First 

North as set out in recital (B); and (ii) both Parties have 

signed this Advisory Agreement. Unless the Parties agree 

otherwise, this Advisory Agreement shall be null and void 

and the Parties shall have no rights or obligations towards 

each other as contemplated by this Advisory Agreement in 

case the Company is not approved by Stockholmsbörsen AB 

in accordance with recital (B) on or before 1 June 2007.

6.2  This Advisory Agreement shall expire on the fifth (5th) 

anniversary of the date when it entered into force as set out 

in Section 6.1 by a Party giving written notice to the other 

Party not less than twelve (12) months in advance of such 

date.

6.3  If no notice in accordance with Section 6.2 has been given, 

the term of the Advisory Agreement will be extended one (1) 

year at a time, subject to notice of termination by either 

Party in accordance with Section 6.2.

6.4  Notwithstanding what is set out in this Section 6, the Hold-

ing Company shall be entitled, at any time, to terminate the 

appointment of the Investment Advisor for the following 

reasons which are not remedied, if capable of being reme-

died, within thirty (30) Business Days from the Investment 

Advisor being notified thereof:

 (a)  a material breach by the Investment Advisor of its obli-

gations under this Advisory Agreement;

 (b)  gross negligence, wilful misconduct or fraud of the 

Investment Advisor;

 (c)  the Key Managers cease to, directly or indirectly, jointly 

own more than fifty (50) per cent of all, from time to 

time, outstanding shares in the Investment Advisor;

 (d) a breach by the Key Managers of Section 4;

 (e)  bankruptcy, insolvency or liquidation of the Investment 

Advisor; or

 (f)  the removal of the Holding Company from its position 

as Holding Company for, and wholly-owned subsidiary 

of, the Company.

6.5  The Investment Advisor shall be entitled to terminate this 

Advisory Agreement by notice of immediate termination to 

the Holding Company upon a material breach by the Hold-

ing Company of its obligations under this Advisory Agree-

ment, which is not remedied, if capable of being remedied, 

within thirty (30) Business Days from the Holding Com-

pany being notified thereof.

6.6  Upon termination of the appointment of the Investment 

Advisor hereunder:

 (a)  the Parties shall remain bound by Sections 6.7, 7.2 and 

8;

 (b)  the Investment Advisor shall return to the Holding 

Company all papers, documents and other property 

belonging to the Holding Company or Company, or 

relating to the Investments, Co-Investments or Divest-

ments, which it has in its possession or custody; and

 (c)  the Holding Company shall return to the Investment 

Advisor all papers, documents and other property 

belonging to the Investment Advisor which it has in its 

possession or custody.

6.7  Furthermore, upon termination of this Advisory Agreement 

by the Holding Company for any reason not constituting 

the reasons set out in Sections 6.4(a) - (e), and upon termi-

nation of this Advisory Agreement by the Investment 

 Advisor for reasons set out in Section 6.5, the Investment 

Advisor shall be entitled to:

 (a)  in case the termination is made on or at any date before 

the fifth (5th) anniversary of the date when this Advisory 

Agreement entered into force, (i) a SEK amount corre-

sponding to the aggregate Fixed Fees for the first five 

(5) years, as calculated on the amounts and values used 

in the most recent calculation of the Fixed Fee, from the 

date when this Advisory Agreement entered into force, 

less any amount paid as Fixed Fee to the Investment 

Advisor during the time from the date when this Advi-

sory Agreement entered into force until the date of ter-

mination, and (ii) Carried Interest relating to the 

Investments and Co-Investments (based also on future 

amounts drawn down by the private equity fund in 

which an Investment has been made as well as future 

amounts paid in relation to Co-Investments and includ-

ing amounts derived from Divestments) held by the 

Holding Company at the date of the termination of the 

appointment of the Investment Advisor.

 (b)  in case the termination is made at any date after the 

fifth (5th) anniversary from the date when this Advisory 

Agreement entered into force, (i) a SEK amount equal 

to the Fixed Fee that the Investment Advisor has been 

entitled to during the preceding four (4) calendar quar-

ters, as calculated from the date of removal, and (ii) 

Carried Interest relating to the Investments and Co-

Investments (based also on future amounts drawn 
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down by the private equity fund in which an Investment 

has been made as well as future amounts paid in rela-

tion to Co-Investments and including amounts derived 

from Divestments) held by the Holding Company at the 

date of the termination of the appointment of the 

Investment Advisor.

6.8  In case this Advisory Agreement is terminated by the Hold-

ing Company,

 (a)  for reasons set out in Sections 6.4(a), (b) and (d), the 

Investment Advisor shall not be entitled to any further 

payments of Fixed Fees or Carried Interest;

 (b)  for reason set out in Section 6.4(c), the Investment 

Advisor shall be entitled to Carried Interest relating to 

the Investments and Co-Investments (and any Divest-

ments thereof) held by any of companies within the 

Group at the date of such termination, but not entitled 

to any further payments of Fixed Fees;

 (c)  for reasons set out in Section 6.4(e), and provided that 

applicable law so requires, the Investment Advisor shall 

be entitled to the break-up value of its entitlement to 

Carried Interest, but not entitled to any further pay-

ments of Fixed Fees.

7. MISCELLANEOUS

7.1 Exculpation and Indemnification

7.1.1  Neither the Investment Advisor, any employee of or mem-

ber of the board of the Investment Advisor nor any Key 

Manager (each, an “Indemnified Person”) shall have 

any liability to the Holding Company for any loss suffered 

by the Holding Company, which arises out of any action or 

inaction of such person if such course of conduct did not 

constitute fraud, wilful misconduct or negligence in rela-

tion to the Holding Company.

7.1.2  All Indemnified Persons shall be indemnified by the Hold-

ing Company, with priority to any other payment or distri-

bution, to the fullest extent permitted by law from and 

against any and all claims, action, demands, costs and 

expenses (including reasonable legal, investigative, defence 

and accounting fees and costs) and amounts paid in settle-

ment, arising out of or in any other way relating to the activ-

ities under this Advisory Agreement, provided that the 

Indemnified Person shall have provided reasonable docu-

mentary evidence of its losses. However, this indemnity 

shall not extend to an Indemnified Person that has acted so 

as to be liable for fraud, wilful misconduct or negligence by 

such Indemnified Person in the performance of its duties 

under this Advisory Agreement.

7.2 Confidentiality and Insider Information

7.2.1  The Investment Advisor shall at all times keep confidential 

and not disclose or use without the Holding Company’s 

consent (except for the purposes of this Advisory Agree-

ment) all confidential information about the Holding Com-

pany, the Company, their partners or their Investments, 

Co-Investments and Divestments, save as required other-

wise by any regulatory authority or agency or by law.

7.2.2  The Investment Advisor will receive and possess sensitive 

information about the Group that has not been made pub-

lic. The Investment Advisor undertakes to procure that each 

of its board members, employees, consultants or other 

agents follows the aforementioned rules and policies of the 

Group (however any breach of such rules and policies by 

any person shall not be considered a breach of this Advisory 

Agreement).

7.3 Assignment

  Neither Party shall be entitled to sell, transfer or assign any 

of its rights or obligations hereunder without the consent of 

the other Party.

7.4 Notices

7.4.1  Notices and other communications in relation to this 

 Advisory Agreement shall be in writing and sent by courier, 

registered mail or facsimile to the Parties’ addresses set out 

in this Advisory Agreement, or as notified in writing to the 

other Party from time to time.

7.4.2 A notice shall be deemed to have been given, in the case of: 

 (a) courier, at the time of delivery; and

 (b)  registered mail, three (3) Business Days after the date 

mailing.

7.4.3  All notices and communications required or permitted 

under this Advisory Agreement shall be addressed as set 

out below or to such other addresses as may be notified in 

accordance with this Section 7.4.

If to the Holding Company: 

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout AS

Att: Grace Reksten Skaugen

Lilleakerveien 2E8

0283 Oslo, Norway

If to the Investment Advisor:

NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB

Att: Amaury de Poret

Birger Jarlsgatan 2, 5 tr

114 34 Stockholm, Sweden

7.5 Amendments

  Any amendment of this Advisory Agreement shall be agreed 

upon in writing by each of the Parties and attached to this 

Advisory Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Advisory Agreement has been signed in two (2) originals, 

of which the parties have received one each.

NAXS NORDIC ACCESS BUYOUT AS

Grace Reksten Skaugen Robin Ahlström

Grace Reksten Skaugen Robin Ahlström

NAXS NORDIC ACCESS ADVISORS AB

Amaury de Poret Thomas Åkerman

Amaury de Poret, on his own behalf in Thomas Åkerman, on his own behalf in

relation to Section 4 and on behalf of relation to Section 4 and on behalf of

NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB

8. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION

8.1 Governing Law

  This Advisory Agreement shall be governed by and con-

strued in accordance with Swedish law without having 

regard to its choice of law principles.

8.2 Jurisdiction

8.2.1  Subject to what is set out in Sections 5.6 - 5.9, disputes 

 arising as a consequence of this Advisory Agreement shall 

be finally determined by arbitration in accordance with the 

rules of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber 

of Commerce. If the dispute relates to a claim not exceeding 

SEK one million (1,000,000), the rules for expedited arbi-

trations of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Cham-

ber of Commerce shall apply. The arbitration proceedings 

shall take place in Stockholm.

8.2.2  To the extent that the rules for expedited arbitrations shall 

not apply, and unless the disputing parties agree otherwise, 

the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Com-

merce shall appoint all three (3) arbitrators.
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 Schedule 1.C

EXEMPLIFYING CALCULATIONS OF CARRIED INTEREST

The calculation examples below illustrate the allocation of amounts received either from an Investment or a Co-Investment, or amounts 

received upon a Divestment. The calculation examples are based on hypothetical scenarios and the following assumptions:

❖  All Investments and Co-Investments are made by the Holding Company.

❖   All cash-flows in the calculation examples occur on 1 January and Preferred Return is calculated on 31 December of the respective year. 

All amounts are denominated in million SEK, and all figures are round off to the nearest one decimal which may result in some minor 

deviations when summarising the figures.

Investment A:

The Holding Company invests 50.0 at year 0 and receives 140.0 at year 6 when the Investment is Divested. The Holding Company also 

receives dividends at year 1, 3, 4 and 5.

Year (SEK million) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Cash-flow from Investment A

Invested Amount –50.0 – – – – – – –50.0

Amounts received – 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 140.0 150.0

Net cash flow –50.0 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 140.0 100.0

Preferred Return 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 – 15.0

Carried Interest Calculation

(i) Repaid Invested Amount  – 5.5 – 1.5 1.5 1.5 40.0 50.0

(ii) Repaid Preferred Return  – – – – – – 15.0 15.0

(iii) Proceeds – – – – – – 85.0 85.0

(iv) Carried Interest – – – – – – 4.3 4.3

(v) Amount allocated to the Group – – – – – – 80.7 80.7

As illustrated by the example, out of the 85 in Proceeds, the Group is entitled to 80.7 and the Investment Advisor is entitled to 4.3, as its 

Carried Interest which is equal to 5 per cent of Proceeds.

Investment B:

The Holding Company invests 50.0 at year 1 and receives 40.0 at year 4 when the Investment is Divested. The Holding Company also 

receives dividend at year 2.

Year (SEK million) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Cash-flow from Investment B

Invested Amount – –50.0 – – – – – –50.0

Amounts received – – 5.0 – 40.0 – – 45.0

Net cash flow – –50.0 5.0 – 40.0 – – –5.0

Preferred Return – 2.5 2.4 2.5 0.6 0.7 – 8.6

        

Carried Interest Calculation

(i) Repaid Invested Amount – – 5.0 – 40.0 – – 45.0

(ii) Repaid Preferred Return – – – – – – – 0.0

(iii) Proceeds – – – – – – – 0.0

(iv) Carried Interest – – – – – – – 0.0

(v) Amount allocated to the Group – – – – – – – 0.0

As illustrated by the example, the amounts received from dividends and from the Divestment are not sufficient to cover the Invested 

Amount and the Preferred Return. Thus, the Investment Advisor is not entitled to any Carried Interest.
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Investment C:

The Holding Company invests 100.0 at year 1 and receives 276.0 at year 6 when the Investment is Divested. The Holding Company also 

receives dividends at year 3 and 4.

Year (SEK million) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Cash-flow from Investment C

Invested Amount – –100.0 – – – – – –100.0

Amounts received – – – 2.0 2.0 – 276.0 280.0

Net cash flow – – – 2.0 2.0 – 276.0 180.0

Preferred Return – 5.0 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.9 – 27.1

Carried Interest Calculation

(i) Repaid Invested Amount – – – 2.0 2.0 – 96.0 100.0

(ii) Repaid Preferred Return – – – – – – 27.1 27.1

(iii) Repaid deficit resulting from Investment B – – – – – – 13.6 13.6

(iv) Proceeds – – – – – – 139.3 139.3

(v)  Carried Interest – – – – – – 7.0 7.0

(vi)  Amount allocated to the Group – – – – – - 132.3 132.3

It is assumed that Investment B is made simultaneously as Investment C. 

The deficit resulting from Investment B at year 6 is 13.6 (the sum of the outstanding Invested Amount of 5.0 and Preferred Return of 8.6), 

which is to be deducted from the amounts received from the Divestment of Investment C before a calculation of the Carried Interest. As 

illustrated by the example, out of the 139.3 in Proceeds, the Group is entitled to 132.3 and the Investment Advisor is entitled to 7.0, as its 

Carried Interest which is equal to 5 per cent of the Proceeds.
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INVESTMENT POLICY OF THE NAXS GROUP

1. OVERALL INVESTMENT STRATEGY

  NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB’s (publ) (together 

with its subsidiaries unless otherwise apparent from the 

context, “NAXS”, strategy to realise the potential in private 

equity as an asset class is to create a fund portfolio that is (i) 

concentrated regarding geographical area, fund orientation 

and fund managers, and (ii) diversified regarding the under-

lying funds’ size and “vintage”. The strategy reduces the 

negative exposure that each of these risk dimensions may 

give rise to, simultaneously as a certain excess return in one 

of the funds is allowed to influence the return.

  The strategy is based on a disciplined and selective method 

when identifying private equity funds for the portfolio, with 

a constant balance of demands for a focused and simultane-

ously diversified portfolio. A portfolio composed of invest-

ments in or commitments to about 7–10 different fund man-

agers’ underlying funds of various vintages, are normally 

considered to create such balance.

  The investment strategy for NAXS embraces both the invest-

ment commitments to private equity funds through their 

primary fund raisings and investments in already existing 

funds through the opportunistic acquisition of fund inter-

ests on the second-hand market.

2.  INVESTMENT CRITERIA

  The investment criteria for the NAXS’ investment activities 

are set out below:

2.1 Type of fund

  Private equity funds with buyout orientation that are man-

aged by established and recognised managers.

  A small part of the Group’s assets may however be invested 

in newly established fund and management constellations 

with buyout orientation.

2.2 Geographic focus

  Funds, which have, the Nordic region (Denmark, Finland, 

Norway and Sweden) or at least one of the Nordic countries 

as their investment focus, or have a management group ded-

icated to the Nordic region.

2.3 Investment size

  Typically SEK 50–300 million depending on each respective 

fund’s size, the Group’s available means for investments, 

and the number of fund holdings in the portfolio.

2.4 Number of fund investments1)

  Commitments made to 7–10 different fund managers’ funds, 

and over time of different vintages.

2.5 Co-investments

  Co-investments directly in portfolio companies embraced 

by the private equity funds in which the Company, persuant 

to these investment criteria, otherwise would be allowed to 

invest in. A prerequisite for this is that a suitable arrange-

ment be offered with a detailed analysis and plan for the 

investment, as well as a due diligence process and underly-

ing contractual documentation. The co-investment shall be 

evaluated and approved in accordance with the Group’s nor-

mal investment and decision-taking procedures. In addtion, 

the restrictions on co-investments set out in 2.7 below shall 

prevail.

2.6 Instruments

  Interests in private equity funds, e.g. shares or contract-

based partnership interests.

  The Group’s assets shall not however be invested in pure 

debt instruments or various intermediate forms such as con-

vertible debentures and mezzanine instruments.

2.7 Other restrictions2)

  Commitments and/or investments may not be made so that 

exposure towards the Group’s Net Asset Value (NAV) at the 

time of the investment exceeds:

 •  130 percent1) for commitments towards and/or invest-

ments in underlying funds

 • 40 percent to funds with the same manager 

 •  20 percent for the aggregate of all co-investments and 

5 percent for each single co-investment

  The term Net Asset Value (NAV) means (i) the aggregate 

value of all investments and co-investments of the Group, 

plus (ii) cash or cash equivalents of the Group, and less (iii) 

all liabilities of the Group where (i) pertain to asset values 

according to the most recent quarterly or semi-annual 

reports provided by the relevant private equity funds (most 

often as net asset values or fair values in accordance with the 

International Private Equity and Venture Capital Valuation 

Guidelines) in which investments and co-investment have 

been made or, where no such value is reported, the booked 

value in accordance with the latest consolidated financial 

statement of the Group, and where (ii) and (iii) pertain to 

reported amounts in the most recent consolidated financial 

statement of Group.

Schedule 2.2.3

1) Applies to the Group’s target portfolio in the long-term. 

2)  The purpose is that the return shall improve through that a relatively larger share of the Groups’ managed capital could be invested from time to time as the underlying private equity 

funds seldom utilises 100 percent of the commitment. However, commitments may at no point be made with an amount in excess of investable funds readily available within the 

Group if such amount is not covered through a bank guarantee.
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3. LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT

  Up until the moment the Group’s cash assets are placed in a 

fund investment or distributed to the shareholders, the cash 

management shall be handled internally through placing the 

surplus in secure short-term interest-bearing instruments 

denominated in Swedish kronor or euros. Alternatively, 

such cash shall be held available in the Group’s bank 

accounts. The objective of the liquidity management is pri-

marily to preserve the value of the capital without an active 

risk of a speculative nature.

4. FINANCING POLICY

  NAXS’ policy is that only capital that can be used within the 

immediate future in its investment activities shall be held by 

the Group in order to optimise the return for shareholders. 

The Group’s capital strategy is therefore oriented towards 

adapting the equity capital over time to the investment 

activities through new issues and value distributions (see 

also under “Dividend policy” below).

  Furthermore, Group’s fund investments shall be principally 

financed through equity. Loan financing may only arise to 

bridge a temporary liquidity requirement due to (i) an 

impending capital contribution to an underlying private 

equity fund or (ii) an impending possibility to acquire fund 

interests on the second-hand market, either until capital has 

been freed from existing fund investments or until further 

equity capital has been raised through a new issue of shares.

5. DIVIDEND POLICY

  The objective of NAXS is that the value distribution to the 

shareholders in the long-term shall be between 50 and 75 

percent of the Group’s distributable profit after tax.

  By value distribution, it is primarily meant dividends of 

profits, and at the time of a listing on the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange or some other regulated market, also share buy-

back and redemption of shares.

  The dividend’s portion of the Group’s profits after tax shall 

only be based on realised fund investments and received 

dividends. Items that positively affect the reported results 

without an equivalent cash flow effect, such as write-ups, 

shall not be included in the distributable funds of the 

Group.
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III

The Company Investment Advisor

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout Fund AB (publ) NAXS Nordic Access Advisors AB

Birger Jarlsgatan 2 5tr Birger Jarlsgatan 2 5tr

114 34, Stockholm 114 34, Stockholm

Sweden Sweden

Phone: +46 8 505 65 211

Website: www.naxs.se 

 

The Holding Company   

NAXS Nordic Access Buyout AS

Lilleakerveien 2E8 

0283, Oslo 

Norway 

 

 

Auditors

Ernst & Young

Jakobsbergsgatan 24

Box 7850

103 99 Stockholm

Sweden

Financial advisor 

E. Öhman J:or Fondkommission AB 

Berzelii Park 9 

Box 7415 

103 91 Stockholm 

Sweden 

Legal representative of E. Öhman J:or Fondkommission AB

Mannheimer Swartling Advokatbyrå AB

Norrmalmstorg 4

Box 1711

111 87 Stockholm

Sweden

Addresses
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